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EUROGRAPHICS 2002 Tutorial

3D Data Acquisition

Tutorial Organizer: Roberto Scopigno

Tutorial Speakers: Carlos Andujar, Michael Goesele, Hendrik P. A. Lensch, Roberto Scopigno

Abstract
3D scanners and image acquisition systems are rapidly becoming more affordable and allow to build highly
accurate models of real 3D objects in a cost- and time-effective manner. This tutorial will present the potential
of this technology, review the state of the art in model acquisition methods, and will discuss the 3D acquisition
pipeline from physical acquisition until the final digital model.
First, different scanning techniques such as time-of-flight or structured light approaches will briefly be presented.
Other acquisition related issues including the design of the scanning studio will be discussed and evaluated. In
the area of registration, we will consider both the problems of initially aligning individual scans, and of refining
this alignment with variations of the Iterative Closest Point method. For scan integration and mesh reconstruction,
we will compare various methods for computing interpolating and approximating surfaces. We will then look at
various ways in which surface properties such as color and reflectance can be extracted from acquired imagery. Fi-
nally, we will examine techniques for the efficient management and rendering of very large, attribute-rich meshes,
including methods for the construction of simplified triangle-based representation and sample-based rendering
approaches.

1. Tutorial Content

The recent evolution of graphics technology has been im-
pressive, and the management of very complex models is
now possible on inexpensive platforms. 3D image acquisi-
tion systems (often called 3D scanners) are rapidly becom-
ing more affordable and allow to build highly accurate mod-
els of real 3D objects in a cost- and time-effective manner.
This talk will present the potential of this technology and re-
view the state of the art in model acquisition methods. The
different physical techniques available for acquiring 3D data
– including laser-based triangulation, structured light trian-
gulation, and time-of-flight – will be briefly presented, to-
gether with the basic pipeline of operations for taking the
acquired data and producing a usable numerical model. The
design of the scanning studio is a critical step (it can be a
simple desk, or a sophisticated photographic lab); alternative
technological choices will be discussed and evaluated. We
will then look at the fundamental problems of range image
registration, line of sight errors, mesh reconstruction, mesh
simplification and surface detail (e.g. color) acquisition and
mapping. In the area of registration we will consider both the
problems of finding an initial global alignment using man-
ual and automatic means, and refining this alignment with

variations of the Iterative Closest Point methods. For scan
integration and mesh reconstruction, we will compare vari-
ous methods for computing interpolating and approximating
surfaces. We will then look at various ways in which surface
properties such as color (more properly, spectral reflectance)
can be extracted from acquired imagery. Finally, we will ex-
amine techniques for the efficient management and render-
ing of very large, attribute-rich meshes, including methods
for the construction of simplified triangle-based representa-
tion and sample-based rendering approaches.

Throughout the tutorial, we will motivate and illustrate
the various aspects of the process with examples and results
from an important application: the acquisition of Cultural
Heritage artifacts.
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2. Tutorial Outline and Distribution of Lectures

Lesson 1 (8:30-9:30):
3D Scanning Technology
Roberto Scopigno, CNR

• Welcome and overview
• Fundamentals of 3-D sensing: active 3D sensing (basic

optical triangulation; pattern projection; time of flight sys-
tems); passive 3D sensing (silhouettes, space carving)

Lesson 2 (9:30-10:00):
Setting up a Scanning Lab
Michael Goesele, MPI

• How to choose scanning studio components (digital cam-
eras, lighting, studio organization, infrastructure, etc.)

Coffee Break (10:00 - 10:30)

Lesson 3 (10:30-11:00):
Basic Acquisition Techniques
Michael Goesele, MPI

• Calibration Techniques
• High Dynamic Range Imaging
• Lab Procedures

Lesson 4 (11:00-12:00):
Range Data Registration and Merging
Roberto Scopigno, CNR

• The scanning pipeline
• Two-scan registration – iterative closest point; variations
• Multi-view registration
• Connect-the-dots – Delaunay sculpting; ball-pivoting
• Volumetric methods for scan integration – estimating a

signed distance field, error model;

Lunch Break (12:00 - 14:00)

Lesson 5 (14:00-15:00):
Surface Attributes Acquisition and Management
Hendrik Lensch, MPI

• Using color images directly as texture maps – lighting
conditions; problems in blending texture maps; view de-
pendent texture maps

• Estimating diffuse reflectance – computing photo-
consistent colors; global color balancing

• Estimated BRDF – assumptions/additional data needed
for BRDF

Lesson 6a (15:00-15:30):
Simplification of scanned meshes
Carlos Andujar, UPC

• A brief overview of mesh simplification methods – intro-
duction and classification of methods; overview of clus-
tering, incremental and volumetric methods

Coffee Break (15:30 - 16:00)

Lesson 6b (16:00-16:30):
Simplification of scanned meshes
Carlos Andujar, UPC

• Huge meshes simplification (external memory)
• Techniques for preserving mesh attributes or detail in sim-

plification

Lesson 7 (16:30-17:00):
Rendering scanned meshes
Roberto Scopigno, CNR

• Rendering huge meshes on low-cost computers: triangle-
based approaches vs. sample-based approaches

• Using 3D scanned data in Cultural Heritage applications

Conclusion: Questions and Answers, Discussion

c© The Eurographics Association 2002.
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3. Speakers Biographies

Carlos Andujar, Technical University of Catalonia
(UPC), Spain

Carlos received his PhD in Software Engineering from the
Technical University of Catalonia, Spain, where he is cur-
rently an Associate Professor in the Software Department
and a Senior Researcher at the Barcelona’s Virtual Reality
Center. His current research is focused on virtual reality ap-
plications, large model visualization and geometry simplifi-
cation.

Michael Goesele, Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik
(MPI), Germany

Michael is a Research Assistant in the computer graphics
group at the Max-Planck-Institut fuer Informatik, Germany.
He is currently a PhD candidate under the guidance of Prof.
Hans-Peter Seidel. He studied computer science at the Uni-
versity of Ulm, Germany, and at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA, and received his diploma in
computer science from the University of Ulm in 1999. His
research is focused on image-based acquisition techniques
including various calibration aspects. He established a mea-
surement lab for reflection properties.

Hendrik P. A. Lensch, Max-Planck-Institut für
Informatik (MPI), Germany

Hendrik is a Research Assistant in the computer graphics
group at the Max-Planck-Institut fuer Informatik in Saar-
bruecken, Germany. He is currently a PhD candidate un-
der the direction of Prof. Hans-Peter Seidel. In 1999 he re-
ceived his diploma in computer science from the Universi-
taet Erlangen-Nuernberg. His experience in computer graph-
ics spans the fields of image-based rendering, 3D scanning
and BRDF measurement. Current research focuses on the ac-
quisition of real world objects including both their geometry
and their surface properties.

Roberto Scopigno, ISTI - CNR, Italy

Roberto is a Senior Research Scientist at ISTI-CNR, an
Institute of the Italian National Research Council (CNR).
He graduated in Computer Science at the University of
Pisa in 1984, joined CNR in ’86 and has been involved
in Computer Graphics since then. He is currently engaged
in research projects concerned with scientific visualization,
volume rendering, multiresolution data modeling and ren-
dering, 3D scanning and surface reconstruction. He pub-
lished more than sixty papers in international refereed jour-
nals/conferences and served in the programme committees
of several Eurographics workshops and conferences. Since
2001 he is Joint Chief Editor of the Computer Graphics
Forum Journal and Member of the Editorial Board of The
Visual Computer Journal. He is member of Eurographics,
ACM Siggraph and IEEE.

4. Contact Information

Carlos Andujar
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya
Dept. Llenguatges i Sistemes Informatics
Av. Diagonal, 647, 8 planta
08028 Barcelona
Spain
Phone: +34 934 015 718
Fax: +34 934 012 591
Email: andujar@lsi.upc.es
WWW: http://www.lsi.upc.es/∼andujar

Michael Goesele
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik
Stuhlsatzenhausweg 85
66123 Saarbrücken
Germany
Phone: +49 681 9325 426
Fax: +49 681 9325 499
Email: goesele@mpi-sb.mpg.de
WWW: http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/∼goesele

Hendrik P. A. Lensch
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik
Stuhlsatzenhausweg 85
66123 Saarbrücken
Germany
Phone: +49 681 9325 428
Fax: +49 681 9325 499
Email: lensch@mpi-sb.mpg.de
WWW: http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de/∼lensch

Roberto Scopigno
Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione (ISTI)
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR)
v. Moruzzi 1, 56100 Pisa
Italy
Phone: +39 050 3152929
Fax: +39 050 3158091
Email: roberto.scopigno@cnuce.cnr.it
WWW: http://vcg.iei.pi.cnr.it/∼scopigno
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R. Scopigno, ISTI-CNR
M. Goesele, H. Lensch, MPI

C. Andujar, UPC
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Acquiring Visually Rich 3D Models

Standard CAD modeling

Image-based Rendering
Panoramic images: a 2D model!

Image-based Modeling
“Blocky” 3D models 

3D scanning

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 3

Using CAD tools ? 

Modeling tools developed for CAD applications:

complex -- require skilled users

not adequate for the accurate reproduction of highly 
complex, free form surfaces (e.g. works of art):

CAD modeling accuracy of the model often unknown 
(with respect to the original)

Raffaello’s Apartments and 
S. Peter Basilica 

by InfoByte - Italy R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 4

Image-based Rendering / Modeling

Using images of the real world/object  to get: 

Interactive Image-based Rendering (I-BR)
(panoramic images, QTVR, etc.)

from images to images: 2D model + re-projection 
capabilities

Image-based Modeling (I-BM)
3D structure is derived from a small

set of uncalibrated images

User-assisted construction

Ex.: Debevec et al. Sig.’96, 
Metacreation’s Canoma, etc.
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Modeling Complex Shapes 

Neither CAD nor I-BM can manage the construction of 
an accurate 3D model of a really complex artifact  

3D scanning
Obviously, not only 

Cultural Heritage 
applications

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 6

Tutorial Outline

8:30 - 9:30  Lesson 1: 3D Scanning Technology
[60 min, Roberto Scopigno, CNR]

9:30 - 10:00   Lesson 2: Setting up a scanning lab
[30 min, Michael Goesele, MPI]

10:00 - 10:30  Coffee Break

10:30 -11:00  Lesson 3: High Dynamic Range Imaging 
[30 min, Michael Goesele, MPI]

11:00 -12:00  Lesson 4: Range Data Registration and Merging
[60 mins, Roberto Scopigno, CNR]

12:00 - 14:00  Lunch Break

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 7

Tutorial Outline [2]

14:00-15:00   Lesson 5: Surface Attributes Acquisition and Management
[60 mins,Hendrik Lensch, MPI]

15:00-15:30  Lesson 6(a): Simplification of scanned meshes
[30 mins, Carlos Andujar, UPC]

15:30 - 16:00  Coffee Break

16:00-16:30  Lesson 6(b): Simplification of scanned meshes
[30 mins, Carlos Andujar, UPC]

16:30-17:00   Lesson 7: Rendering scanned meshes
[30 mins, Roberto Scopigno, CNR]

Conclusion: Q&A, discussion
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Tutorial T1: 3D Data Acquisition

“3D Scanning Technology”

Roberto Scopigno
Visual Computing Group

ISTI – C.N.R.
Pisa, Italy
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3D Scanning  

Characteristics of an optimal 3D scanner:
truly 3D

accurate 

fast 

easy to use and to move in the acquisition space

safe, both for the user and the reconstructed object

capable of capturing object appearance (color or radiance)

low price 
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3D Scanning - Output

Data produced in output:

[Image by Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes]
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3D scanning Taxonomy [1]

[By Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes]
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Contact Techniques -- Probing

Contact probe acquisition: 
Hand-held, manually assisted 
e.g. Immersion-MicroScribe3D 
(low cost)
Robotic, industrial systems (high 
cost, very high precision)

Disadvantages: 
Very long acquisition time 
(manual positioning)
Sampling accuracy (how do we 
choose the points to be 
sampled?)
No data on appearance

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 6

3D scanning Taxonomy [1]

[By Brian Curless, Sig2000 
CourseNotes]
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3D scanning Taxonomy [2]

[By Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes]
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3D automatic acquisition 
technologies

Overview of [some] optical technologies

Passive:
reconstruction from silhouettes

Active:
triangulation-based devices
- laser-based  
- structured light

time-of-flight devices

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 9

Passive Techniques

3D geometry can be reconstructed by taking into account:

Stereo images (photogrammetry)

Motion (multiple calibrated images)

Silhouettes (multiple calibrated images)

Focus/defocus

Shading

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 10

PassiveTech. – Silhouettes

Reconstruction from silhouette:
acquire n images of the object from different 
views

extract the object silhouette in each image

each silhouette + camera center defines a ~conic 
region of space which encloses the object

intersection of cones gives a bounding volume

reconstruct the 3D shape from this bounding 
volume.

But:
The bounding volume is the Visual Hull of the 
real 3D object!      (no concavities)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 11

PassiveTech. – Silhouettes [2]

View specification:
Accurate rotating platform (computer-
controlled)

Reconstructed from images (graycodes 
below)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 12

PassiveTech. – Silhouettes [3]

Reconstruction:
By intersecting polyhedra in 
“continuous” 3D space

By compositing conic regions in a 
discrete voxel space, and then 
fitting an isosurface

Faster and easier to implement, 
but less accurate

Image by Steve Seitz
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PassiveTech. – Silhouettes [4]

Improving reconstruction of concave regions

Shape from shading, under controlled lighting and (carve 
concave regions according to information inferred by the field 
of surface normal vectors) 

Shape from stereo (extract a corresponding point pair from 
two consecutive views, determine geometry via triangulation) 

Shape from self-shadowing (carving concave regions 
according to self-shadows)  [Savarese+02]

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 14

PassiveTech. – Silhouettes [5]

How do we manage color ?
Stitch [sections of] the acquired 
images to the reconstructed mesh 
(texture-mapped output)

Assign the corresponding [weighted] 
color to each voxel, and extract an 
isosurface with color-per-vertex data

Take into account occlusions!
Potential unfocusing and blurring
of the color data (weighted 
composition)

Image by Steve Seitz
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PassiveTech. – Silhouettes [6]

Pros:
Very fast and easy to use (no registration of 

intermediate results needed)
Low price

Cons:
We cannot put all objects on a rotating platform
Data accuracy is low:

Depends on the resolution of the sensing device (dig. camera)
Problems with concave regions (output is the visual hull)

OK for visual presentation (web)
Not sufficiently accurate for other uses

3D ScanBook
(5K USD)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 16

Active Tech. -- Optical Technologies

Using light is much faster than using a physical probe 
Allows also scanning of soft or fragile objects which 
would be threatened by probing

Three types of optical sensing: 
Point, similar to a physical probe: 

uses a single point of reference, repeated many times
slow approach, as it involves lots of physical movement by 
the sensor. 

Stripe
faster than point probing, a band of many points passes 

over the object at once
it matches the twin demands for speed and precision.

Other patterns …

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 17

Optical Technologies - Triangulation [3]

How do we compute the 3D 
coordinates of each sampled 
point?

By triangulation, known:

emitting point of the light 
source + direction 
(illuminant or emitter)

the focus point of the 
acquisition camera 
(sensor)

the center of the imaged 
reflection on the acquisition 
sensor plane ( P(a) )

Triangulation is an old, simple approach (Thales-Talete)
Issues: precision and price of the system

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 18

Triangulation-based systems

An inherent limitation of  the 
triangulation approach:           
non-visible regions

Some surface regions can be visible
to the emitter and not-visible to the 
receiver, and vice-versa

In all these regions we miss sampled 
points  
integration of multiple scans
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Optical -- Laser Scan

Why are lasers a good idea?
Compact
Low power
Tight focus over long distances
Single wavelength is easy to isolate in images 

(filter out background illumination)
No chromatic aberration

But
Commercial laser scanners appeared 10-15 years ago
Product evolution is rather slow, prices did not drop 
down as fast as other IT commodities

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 20

Optical -- Laser Scan [2]

Triangulation scanning  configurations:
A scene can be scanned by sweeping the illuminant  

Disadvantages:
Loss of resolution due to defocus
Large variation in field of view
Large variation in resolution

[Image by Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes]
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Optical -- Laser Scan [3]

Triangulation scanning 
configurations:
The laser illuminant and the camera 
can be designed as a rigid 
subsystem (scanning unit)

The scanning unit is translated
(comp.-controlled linear motion) 
or the object can be rotated in front of 
the scanning unit

[Image by Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes] R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 22

Optical -- Laser Scan [4]

Triangulation scanning configurations:
Or we may sweep the laser and the sensor 
simultaneously
[eg. Patent of NRC of Canada]

Pro’s:
Increased precision and 
uniform resolution

[Image by Brian Curless, Sig2000 CourseNotes]
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Laser Scan - Systems [6]

3D SCANNERS http://www.3dscanners.com/ 
3DM Devices http://www.3dm.com/ 
ABANTE Automation  http://www.abante.ca/index.htm 
Arius3D http://www.arius3d.com 
Cyberware Home Page http://www.cyberware.com/ 
Cyberoptics http://www.cyberoptics.com/flashIndex.htm 
Digibotics Home Page http://www.digibotics.com/ 
Geometrix, Inc. http://www.geometrixinc.com/ 
GIE Menu - English http://www.gietech.com/ 
Hamamatsu http://www.hamamatsu.com/hp2e/products/SYSE/Mesure.html 
Imagine Optic France http://www.imagine-optic.com/ 
Integrated Vision Products http://www.ivp.se/products/ranger.htm 
Kreon Industrie - Welcome http://www.kreon3d.com/ 
Laser Design (LDI) http://www.laserdesign.com/ 
MENSI  http://www.mensi.com/index.html 
Minolta Corporation, ISD http://www.minolta3d.com/specs.html 
Nextec http://www.nextec-wiz.com/index.html 
Northern Digital http://www.ndigital.com/ 
Polhemus http://www.polhemus.com/ 
Rangefinder Cubicscope http://hilbert.elcom.nitech.ac.jp/CubicscopeHP/index.html 
Real 3D Inc. Graphics http://www.real3d.com/staging/default.htm 
Servo-Robot Inc. http://www.servorobot.com/ 
ShapeGrabber - Vitana http://www.shapegrabber.com/ 
Steintek Optical http://www.steintek.de/indexe.htm 
Virtual 3D Home Page http://www.virtual3dtech.com/ 
VITRONIC http://www.vitronic.com/ 
Wolf & Beck http://www.wolfbeck.com/english/index.htm 
 

[List courtesy of J.A. Beraldin, NRC Canada]

15K - 100K $

15K - 40K $
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Scanning via Structured Light

A diffuse approach:
Simple to implement
Fast and cheap
From low to high accuracy 

Many multi-stripe pattern systems 
designed for human face acquisition 
(clinical or media applications) :

Use a regular stripe pattern (e.g. a 
simple slide projected on the face)
Take just 1 or 2 photos to acquire the 
3D shape
Reconstructs geometry by 
triangulation
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Scanning via structured light [2]

Laser: single stripe of coherent light
Incoherent light: many different patterns can 
be used (e.g. multiple lines, stripes, etc.)

Pro’s:
Simpler design, no sweeping/translating 
devices needed
Faster acquisition (a single image for each 
multi-stripe pattern)

Con’s:
Trade off depth-of-field for speed 

Problem: ambiguity in single multi-stripe 
pattern

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 26

Scanning via structured light [3]

Reconstruction ambiguity can be prevented by adopting a set of patterns 
based on hierarchical subdivision (Gray code)

Given K the number of pixels on the sensor image plane 

Project Log k images (colored stripes with recursively decreasing width)

A binary code is associated to each pixel (eg. A=111, C=110,  D=011)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 27

A low-cost solution – CNR scanner

Cheap system 
Emitter: video-projector
Sensor: digital camera

Mixed hierarchical RGB pattern:
Green lines for the triangulation 
Red/blue stripes for spatial 
indexing

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 28

A low-cost solution – CNR scanner [2]

Projection of a 
hierarchical multi-image 
pattern

One image acquired for 
each pattern

The hierarchical 
sequence of red-blue 
stripes allows to assign 
an univocal code to 
each green line

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 29

A low-cost solution – CNR scanner[3]

The Minerva of Arezzo
(bronze statue, Greek or 
Roman)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 30

Structured light -- Systems 

[List courtesy of J.A. Beraldin, NRC Canada]

 
3 Dimensional Body Scanning http://www.tc2.com/RD/RDBody.htm 
Minolta 3D 1500 http://www.minolta.com/dp/3d1500/ 
3D Scanner Montech http://www.montech.com.au/index.html 
Breuckmann http://www.breuckmann.com/english/index.html 
EOIS High-Speed 3D Digitizers http://www.eois.com/ 
Genex Technologies INC. http://www.genextech.com/ 
GOM http://www.gom.com/ 
InSpeck inc. http://www.InSpeck.com 
Medic-3D-Rugle http://www4.justnet.ne.jp/~otoyosan/ 
OPTONET S.r.l. http://www.optonet.it/ 
PPT Vision - Digital Machine Vision Systems http://www.pptvision.com/smitutor.cfm 
Steinbichler Optical Technologies http://www.steinbichler.com/index2.htm 
SYMCAD World © TELMAT Industrie http://www.symcad.com/eng/ENGindex.htm 
Wicks and Wilson Limited http://www.wwl.co.uk/triform.htm 
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Quality of sampling

Resolution
smaller measure variation that can be measured (XY: inter-sample 
distance at a given depth d; Z: smallest measurable variation in depth)
but in some cases, also CCD sensor resolution…

Accuracy 
measured location vs. real point location

[Image courtesy of J.A. Beraldin, NRC Canada]
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Acquisition accuracy  [1]

Depends on sweeping 
approach …

… on surface curvature w.r.t. 
light direction …

Laser syst.: the reflected 
intensity can be used as an 
estimate of the accuracy of the 
measure
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Acquisition accuracy  [2]

… on the surface shape nearby the sampled point

… and on surface reflectance
[see Curless Levoy “…Space Time Analysis”, ’95]
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Optical Tech. – Time of Flight

Measure the time a light impulse needs to travel from the emitter to the target
point (and back)

Source: emits a light pulse and starts a nanosecond watch
Sensor: detects the reflected light, stops the watch (roundtrip time)
Distance = ½ time * lightspeed       [e.g. 6.67 ns 1 m ]

Advantages: no triangulation, source and receiver can be on the same 
axis smaller footprint (wide distance measures), no shadow effects

[Image by R. Lange et al, SPIE v.3823]
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Optical– Time of Flight [2]

Optical signal:
Pulsed light: easier to be detected, more complex to be generated at 
high frequency (short pulses, fast rise and fall times)
Modulated light (sine waves, intensity): phase difference between sent
and received signal distance (modulo wavelenght)
A combination of the previous (pulsed sine)

Scanning:
single spot measure
range map, by rotating mirrors 

or motorized 2 DOF head 

[Image by Brian Curless, 
Sig2000 CourseNotes] R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 36

Optical– Time of Flight [3]

In principle is an easy approach, but:
maximum distance range limited by the amount of light received by the 
detector (power of the emitter, environment illumination)

accuracy depends on : optical noise, thermal noise, ratio between reflected 
signal intensity and ambient light intensity

Accurate and fast systems are costly:

3rdTech
DeltaSphere

3000

Riegl
LPM – 25HA

Cyrax 2500

System

40 K1K±80.009°

125 K1K±6.0 (@ 
50 m)

0.25 x 0.25mm 
(@ 50m)

40 K25K±80.03°

Cost
US$

Scanning 
rate (pts/sec)

Accuracy Z
(mm)

Resolution XY
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Time of Flight -- Systems [4]

 

3DV Systems - Visionary 3D Solutions 
3rdTechDeltaSphere 3000 

http://www.3dvsystems.com/ 
http://www.3rdtech.com/DeltaSphere.htm 

Acuity Research Inc. http://www.acuityresearch.com/ 
Cyra Technologies http://www.cyra.com/ 
Noptel Measuring instruments http://www.noptel.fi/nop_eng/measure.html 
Origin Instruments http://www.orin.com/ 
Perceptron Inc. - Sensing the Future http://www.perceptron.com/ 
RIEGL http://www.riegl.co.at/z210.htm 
Welcome to UK Robotics http://www.robotics.co.uk/ 
 
 

[List courtesy of J.A. Beraldin, NRC Canada]
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Optical Technologies [5]

Advantages
Non contact
Cheap (low quality device)
Safe  (but should prevent object-scanner collision!)
Fast

Disadvantages
Expensive (high quality device) 
Acquire only the visible surface properties (no data on the 
interior, e.g. cavities)
Sensitivity to surface properties:

transparency, shininess, rapid color variations, darkness (no 
reflected light), subsurface scatter, confused by inter-reflections

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 39

Active - CT scanners

A 3D model can also be 
acquired by using a 
computerized tomographic
(CT) device, e.g. a medical 
instrument  

Non-contact, transmissive
approach

Not only surface sampling, but 
real volumetric data (also data on 
internal structure)

No data on surface detail (color)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 40

Active - CT scanners [2]

Surface repr. 
is built by 
fitting an 
isosurface  
(MC)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 41

Active - CT scanners [3]

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scan Tut., Sept. 2002 42

Active - CT scanner [4]

CT Scanning

Advantages:
A complete model is returned in a single shot, registration 
and merging not required
Output: volume data, much more than exterior surface

Disadvantages:
Limitation in the size of the scanned object
Cost of the device
Output: no data on surface attributes (e.g. color)
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Tutorial at Eurographics 2002:Tutorial at Eurographics 2002:

3D Data Acquisition3D Data Acquisition

Michael Goesele
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik

Michael Michael GoeseleGoesele
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Lesson 2:Lesson 2:

Setting up a Scanning LabSetting up a Scanning Lab
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A Lab for anA Lab for an
OffOff --thethe --Shelf ScannerShelf Scanner

• requirements defined by the 
acquisition equipment

• often no sophisticated lab required

– enough space for the device

– some ambient light (diffuse)

– a suitable computer

• sometimes even ad-hoc 
measurements possible

• capturing geometry plus some 
texture

•• requirements defined by the requirements defined by the 
acquisition equipmentacquisition equipment

•• often no sophisticated lab requiredoften no sophisticated lab required

–– enough space for the deviceenough space for the device

–– some ambient light (diffuse)some ambient light (diffuse)

–– a suitable computera suitable computer

•• sometimes even adsometimes even ad--hoc hoc 
measurements possiblemeasurements possible

•• capturing geometry plus some capturing geometry plus some 
texturetexture
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Measuring more complex Measuring more complex 
Object Properties Object Properties 

• geometry

• texture 

• color
• reflection 

properties
• normals
• transparency
• ...

•• geometrygeometry

•• texture texture 

•• colorcolor
•• reflection reflection 

propertiesproperties
•• normalsnormals
•• transparencytransparency
•• ......
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ImageImage--based based 
3D Data Acquisition3D Data Acquisition

• an object is illuminated by 
a light source and 
observed by a camera

• light interacts with

– the object

– the environment

– the environment and 
the object

• influence of the 
environment should be 
small

•• an object is illuminated by an object is illuminated by 
a light source and a light source and 
observed by a cameraobserved by a camera

•• light interacts withlight interacts with

–– the objectthe object

–– the environmentthe environment

–– the environment and the environment and 
the objectthe object

•• influence of the influence of the 
environment should be environment should be 
smallsmall
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A Lab for ImageA Lab for Image --basedbased
3D Data Acquisition3D Data Acquisition

• equipment

– cameras

– lights

– environment

– some other useful items

• experience

– building a lab

– using a lab

•• equipmentequipment

–– camerascameras

–– lightslights

–– environmentenvironment

–– some other useful itemssome other useful items

•• experienceexperience

–– building a labbuilding a lab

–– using a labusing a lab
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A Camera as Measurement A Camera as Measurement 
DeviceDevice

how to measure many
different surface points? 

• massively parallel sensor

• often high quality optical 
system

• tuned to make good 
pictures (except for 
scientific cameras)

⇒ image-based techniques

how to measure manyhow to measure many
different surface points? different surface points? 

•• massively parallel sensormassively parallel sensor

•• often high quality optical often high quality optical 
systemsystem

•• tuned to make good tuned to make good 
pictures (except for pictures (except for 
scientific cameras)scientific cameras)

⇒⇒ imageimage--based techniquesbased techniques
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Image AcquisitionImage Acquisition

• high quality image 
information, e.g.
– high resolution

– high color depth
– high dynamic range

– correct colors

– ...

• known relation between 
position in space and image 
coordinates
Ögeometric camera 

calibration

•• high quality image high quality image 
information, e.g.information, e.g.
–– high resolutionhigh resolution
–– high color depthhigh color depth
–– high dynamic rangehigh dynamic range
–– correct colorscorrect colors
–– ......

•• known relation between known relation between 
position in space and image position in space and image 
coordinatescoordinates

ÖÖgeometric camera geometric camera 
calibrationcalibration
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The “Ideal” CameraThe “Ideal” Camera

Accuracy
• precise optical and mechanical system
• high resolution, high color depth, high dynamic range
• images registered against the lens system
• no distortions
• no lossy compression techniques

Flexibility and Userfriendlyness
• flexible settings
• wide variety of good lenses
• “easy to use”
• remote controllable by a computer

AccuracyAccuracy
•• preciseprecise optical and mechanical systemoptical and mechanical system
•• high resolution, highhigh resolution, high color color depth, high dynamic rangedepth, high dynamic range
•• images registered against the lens systemimages registered against the lens system
•• no distortionsno distortions
•• no lossy compression techniquesno lossy compression techniques

Flexibility and UserfriendlynessFlexibility and Userfriendlyness
•• flexibleflexible settingssettings
•• wide variety of wide variety of good lensesgood lenses
•• “easy to use”“easy to use”
•• remote remote controllable by a computercontrollable by a computer
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Digital CamerasDigital Cameras

• fast

• good repeatability

• natural registration of the images 
against lens system

• remote controllable

• often limited resolution

• artifacts possible due to

– lossy compression

– color processing

•• fastfast

•• good repeatabilitygood repeatability

•• natural registration of the images natural registration of the images 
against lens systemagainst lens system

•• remote controllableremote controllable

•• often limited resolutionoften limited resolution

•• artifacts possible due toartifacts possible due to

–– lossy compressionlossy compression

–– color processingcolor processing
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An Example: KodakAn Example: Kodak DCS 560DCS 560

Camera Properties
• 35 mm SLR camera
• exchangeable lenses
• SDK for remote control via 

IEEE 1394 (FireWire)

Image Properties
• single chip CCD camera
• 12 bit per color channel
• 3040 x 2008 pixel resolution
• lossless compression

Camera PropertiesCamera Properties
•• 35 mm SLR 35 mm SLR cameracamera

•• exchangeable lensesexchangeable lenses

•• SDK for remoteSDK for remote control via control via 
IEEEIEEE 1394 (FireWire)1394 (FireWire)

Image PropertiesImage Properties
•• single chip CCD camerasingle chip CCD camera

•• 12 bit per color channel12 bit per color channel
•• 3040 x 2008 pixel resolution3040 x 2008 pixel resolution

•• lossless lossless compressioncompression
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An Example: KodakAn Example: Kodak DCS 560DCS 560

Limitations
• some parts cannot be controlled 

remotely (e.g. focus, flash)

Ö custom hardware

• limited dynamic range
(about 103 - 60 dB)

• image noise

LimitationsLimitations

•• some parts cannot be controlled some parts cannot be controlled 
remotely (e.g. focus, flash)remotely (e.g. focus, flash)

ÖÖ custom hardwarecustom hardware

•• limited dynamic rangelimited dynamic range
(about 10(about 1033 -- 60 dB)60 dB)

•• image noiseimage noise
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Pinhole Camera ModelPinhole Camera Model

objectobject

pinholepinhole

imageimage
planeplane

• “each pixel 
corresponds to one 
ray through the 
pinhole onto the 
object”

• not valid for most 
digital cameras!!!

•• “each pixel “each pixel 
corresponds to one corresponds to one 
ray through the ray through the 
pinhole onto the pinhole onto the 
object”object”

•• not valid for most not valid for most 
digital cameras!!!digital cameras!!!
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(Pessimistic) (Pessimistic) 
Digital Camera ModelDigital Camera Model

objectobject blackblack
boxbox

imageimage
filefile

• digital camera as a 
black box

• take only for granted 
what you measured 
(or what is given in 
the manual)

•• digital camera as a digital camera as a 
black boxblack box

•• take only for granted take only for granted 
what you measured what you measured 
(or what is given in (or what is given in 
the manual)the manual)

0010100101
1001010010
0110101101
110...110...
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(Pessimistic) (Pessimistic) 
Digital Camera ModelDigital Camera Model

• optical lens system instead of 
pinhole aperture

• antialiasing filter (blur filter) to
bandlimit the optical signal

• CCD/CMOS chip 
– normally only one color per pixel (e.g. Bayer 

pattern)

• camera image processing
– color reconstruction, sharpening

– resampling 
(Nikon D1x: CCD 4024x1324, image 3008x1960)

– noise removal, defect correction, ...

•• optical lens system instead of optical lens system instead of 
pinhole aperturepinhole aperture

•• antialiasing filter (blur filter) toantialiasing filter (blur filter) to
bandlimit the optical signalbandlimit the optical signal

•• CCD/CMOS chip CCD/CMOS chip 

–– normally only one color per pixel (e.g. Bayer normally only one color per pixel (e.g. Bayer 
pattern)pattern)

•• camera image processingcamera image processing
–– color reconstruction, sharpeningcolor reconstruction, sharpening

–– resampling resampling 
(Nikon D1x: CCD 4024x1324, image 3008x1960)(Nikon D1x: CCD 4024x1324, image 3008x1960)

–– noise removal, defect correction, ...noise removal, defect correction, ...

objectobject
blackblack
boxbox

imageimage
filefile

0010100101
1001010010
0110101101
110...110...
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Modulation Transfer FunctionModulation Transfer Function

• measures the extend to which image detail contrast is 
maintained by an imaging system

• Fourier transform of the point or line spread function

•• measures the extend to which image detail contrast is measures the extend to which image detail contrast is 
maintained by an imaging systemmaintained by an imaging system

•• Fourier transform of the point or line spread functionFourier transform of the point or line spread function

input signalinput signal
(edge)(edge)

output signaloutput signal

imagingimaging
systemsystem

FourierFourier
transformtransform

MTFMTF
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MTF Measurement:MTF Measurement:
Slanted Edge MethodSlanted Edge Method

[Burns et al. 2001]

• start with a low contrast, slanted edge

• fit edge paremeters (red)

• project image onto a line 
perpendicular to the edge (green)

⇒ high resolution edge profile

• calculate Fourier transform of profile

⇒ MTF

• tools available at PIMA web site
(search for sfrmat)

[Burns et al. 2001][Burns et al. 2001]

•• start with a low contrast, slanted edgestart with a low contrast, slanted edge

•• fit edge paremeters (red)fit edge paremeters (red)

•• project image onto a line project image onto a line 
perpendicular to the edge (green)perpendicular to the edge (green)

⇒⇒ high resolution edge profilehigh resolution edge profile

•• calculate Fourier transform of profilecalculate Fourier transform of profile

⇒⇒ MTFMTF

•• tools available at PIMA web sitetools available at PIMA web site
(search for sfrmat)(search for sfrmat)

http://www.pima.net/standards/iso/tc42/wg18/wg18__sfrmat_matlab_http://www.pima.net/standards/iso/tc42/wg18/wg18__sfrmat_matlab_page.htmpage.htm
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MTF Measurement:MTF Measurement:
InterpretationInterpretation

11

00

Nyquist limitNyquist limit
0.5 cycles/pixel0.5 cycles/pixel

sharpeningsharpening
regionregion

aliasingaliasing
regionregion

blurringblurring
regionregion

sweetsweet
spotspot
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DemosaicingDemosaicing

• camera can record only one
color per pixel
– exemptions: 3-chip cameras, 

new Foveon chip

• Bayer pattern
– higher sampling rate in

green channel

– can be interpreted as
luminance channel

– larger sensitivity of the eye to luminance changes 
than to chrominance (color) changes

• remaining two color values per
pixel must be reconstructed

•• camera can record only onecamera can record only one
color per pixelcolor per pixel

–– exemptions: 3exemptions: 3--chip cameras, chip cameras, 
new Foveon chipnew Foveon chip

•• Bayer patternBayer pattern

–– higher sampling rate inhigher sampling rate in
green channelgreen channel

–– can be interpreted ascan be interpreted as
luminance channelluminance channel

–– larger sensitivity of the eye to luminance changes larger sensitivity of the eye to luminance changes 
than to chrominance (color) changesthan to chrominance (color) changes

•• remaining two color values perremaining two color values per
pixel must be reconstructedpixel must be reconstructed

Bayer patternBayer pattern
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DemosaicingDemosaicing

• bad reconstruction leads to
massive artifacts

• sensible approach:

– combining an interpolation and a
pattern matching scheme

– groups pixels into regions and
makes some continuity
assumption within the regions

• “nice pictures”, but no guarantee 
that two of the R,G,B values per
pixel are correct

•• bad reconstruction leads tobad reconstruction leads to
massive artifactsmassive artifacts

•• sensible approach:sensible approach:

–– combining an interpolation and acombining an interpolation and a
pattern matching schemepattern matching scheme

–– groups pixels into regions andgroups pixels into regions and
makes some continuitymakes some continuity
assumption within the regionsassumption within the regions

•• “nice pictures”, but no guarantee “nice pictures”, but no guarantee 
that two of the R,G,B values perthat two of the R,G,B values per
pixel are correctpixel are correct

Bayer patternBayer pattern
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Noise and Noise RemovalNoise and Noise Removal

• long exposure times (> 0.1 s) can lead to 
significant noise in images

• ideal: cooling the chip
• noise removal techniques to separate 

image data from noise

•• long exposure times (> 0.1 s) can lead to long exposure times (> 0.1 s) can lead to 
significant noise in imagessignificant noise in images

•• ideal: cooling the chipideal: cooling the chip

•• noise removal techniques to separate noise removal techniques to separate 
image data from noiseimage data from noise

25 s exposure time25 s exposure time
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Lighting and Lighting and 
Image AcquisitionImage Acquisition

Goal
• find relation between 

incoming and outgoing 
light at a surface point

• derive information from 
this data

Problems
• knowledge of and control 

over light sources 
needed

GoalGoal
•• find relation between find relation between 

incoming and outgoing incoming and outgoing 
light at a surface pointlight at a surface point

•• derive information from derive information from 
this datathis data

ProblemsProblems
•• knowledge of and control knowledge of and control 

over light sources over light sources 
neededneeded
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Lighting RequirementsLighting Requirements

Light Source Geometry
• well defined light source

• all incident light on a 
surface point comes from 
the same direction

– parallel light source 

– point light source

• lens or reflector based 
systems are not ideal

Light Light Source GeometrySource Geometry
•• well defined light sourcewell defined light source

•• all incident light on a all incident light on a 
surface point comes from surface point comes from 
the same directionthe same direction

–– parallel light source parallel light source 

–– pointpoint light sourcelight source

•• lens or reflector based lens or reflector based 
systems are not systems are not idealideal
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Lighting RequirementsLighting Requirements

Photometric Properties
• uniform distribution

• color constant over time

• even spectral 
distribution

• very bright

• high efficiency

Photometric PropertiesPhotometric Properties
•• uniform distributionuniform distribution

•• color constant over timecolor constant over time

•• even spectral even spectral 
distributiondistribution

•• very brightvery bright

•• high efficiencyhigh efficiency

??
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A Point Light SourceA Point Light Source

• HMI light source
– 800 W

– very efficient
(equals 2500 W tungsten light)

– (almost) daylight spectrum
– constant colors

– point light source

• additional reflectors and diffusors 
for standard photographic 
applications

•• HMI light sourceHMI light source

–– 800 W800 W

–– very efficientvery efficient
(equals 2500 W tungsten light)(equals 2500 W tungsten light)

–– (almost) daylight spectrum(almost) daylight spectrum

–– constant colorsconstant colors

–– point light point light sourcesource

•• additional reflectors and diffusors additional reflectors and diffusors 
for standard photographic for standard photographic 
applicationsapplications
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TheThe EnvironmentEnvironment

• influence of the 
environment on the 
measurements should 
be as low as possible

– dark surrounding

– no specular 
reflections

– open space

•• influence of the influence of the 
environment on the environment on the 
measurements should measurements should 
be as low as possiblebe as low as possible

–– dark surroundingdark surrounding

–– no specular no specular 
reflectionsreflections

–– open spaceopen space
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TheThe EnvironmentEnvironment

• our photo studio

– walls and ceiling 
covered with black felt

– black needle fleece 
carpet

– photographic 
equipment is often 
already dark

•• our photo studioour photo studio

–– walls and ceiling walls and ceiling 
covered with black feltcovered with black felt

–– black needle fleece black needle fleece 
carpetcarpet

–– photographic photographic 
equipment is often equipment is often 
already darkalready dark
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Other Useful ItemsOther Useful Items

• working area outside the actual measurement lab
– computers, ...

• stands, boxes, turntables for the objects
– see physics and chemistry school suppliers 

• various calibration targets
• computer controlled input and output devices
• lots of disk space

⇒ depends on your application area

•• working area outside the actual measurement labworking area outside the actual measurement lab

–– computers, ...computers, ...

•• stands, boxes, turntables for the objectsstands, boxes, turntables for the objects
–– see physics and chemistry school suppliers see physics and chemistry school suppliers 

•• various calibration targetsvarious calibration targets
•• computer controlled input and output devicescomputer controlled input and output devices

•• lots of disk spacelots of disk space

⇒⇒ depends on your application areadepends on your application area
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ConclusionConclusion

lessons learned from our lab
• there is no single acquisition device for all purposes 

or for all objects

• requirements are often different from standard 
requirements

• off-the-shelf equipment is hard to find or not available

• new algorithms lead often to new and different 
requirements
⇒ lab must be constantly adapted to the new 

requirements

lessons learned from our lablessons learned from our lab
•• there is no single acquisition device for all purposes there is no single acquisition device for all purposes 

or for all objectsor for all objects

•• requirements are often different from standard requirements are often different from standard 
requirementsrequirements

•• offoff--thethe--shelf equipment is hard to find or not availableshelf equipment is hard to find or not available

•• new algorithms lead often to new and different new algorithms lead often to new and different 
requirementsrequirements
⇒⇒ lab must be constantly adapted to the new lab must be constantly adapted to the new 

requirementsrequirements
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The EndThe End

Questions?Questions?Questions?
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Tutorial at Eurographics 2002:Tutorial at Eurographics 2002:

3D Data Acquisition3D Data Acquisition

Michael Goesele
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik
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Lesson 3:Lesson 3:

Basic Acquitision TechniquesBasic Acquitision Techniques
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OverviewOverview

• calibration techniques
– geometric camera calibration

– white balancing, ICC profiling,
multispectral imaging

• interpreting digital counts (pixel values)
– OECF

– high dynamic range imaging

• general lab procedures

•• calibration techniquescalibration techniques

–– geometric camera calibrationgeometric camera calibration

–– white balancing, ICC profiling,white balancing, ICC profiling,
multispectral imagingmultispectral imaging

•• interpreting digital counts (pixel values)interpreting digital counts (pixel values)
–– OECFOECF

–– high dynamic range imaginghigh dynamic range imaging

•• general lab proceduresgeneral lab procedures
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Geometric Camera Geometric Camera 
CalibrationCalibration

• get transformation between points in space and 
image coordinates

– intrinsic camera parameters (focal length, 
distortion coefficients)

– extrinsic parameters
(position, orientation)

• several methods, e.g.
[Tsai ‘87, Heikkila ‘97, 
Zhang ‘99]

•• get transformation between points in space and get transformation between points in space and 
image coordinatesimage coordinates

–– intrinsic camera parameters (focal length, intrinsic camera parameters (focal length, 
distortion coefficients)distortion coefficients)

–– extrinsic parametersextrinsic parameters
(position, orientation)(position, orientation)

•• several methods, e.g.several methods, e.g.
[Tsai ‘87, Heikkila ‘97, [Tsai ‘87, Heikkila ‘97, 
Zhang ‘99]Zhang ‘99]
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Geometric Camera Geometric Camera 
CalibrationCalibration

• capture images of calibration 
target with known dimensions

• extract feature points

• fit a global model for intrinsic 
camera parameters and local 
models for extrinsic parameters

– not all optimizations are 
stable

• various calibration packages 
are available on the internet

•• capture images of calibration capture images of calibration 
target with known dimensionstarget with known dimensions

•• extract feature pointsextract feature points

•• fit a global model for intrinsic fit a global model for intrinsic 
camera parameters and local camera parameters and local 
models for extrinsic parametersmodels for extrinsic parameters

–– not all optimizations are not all optimizations are 
stablestable

•• various calibration packages various calibration packages 
are available on the internetare available on the internet
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Color IssuesColor Issues

What does it really look like?What does it really look like?
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White BalanceWhite Balance

daylightdaylight

flashflashflourescentflourescent

tungstentungsten

capture the spectral
characteristics of
the light source to
assure correct
color reproduction

scale color 
channels to assure 
neutral reproduction 
of gray/white

capture the spectralcapture the spectral
characteristics ofcharacteristics of
the light source tothe light source to
assure correctassure correct
color reproductioncolor reproduction

scale color scale color 
channels to assure channels to assure 
neutral reproduction neutral reproduction 
of gray/whiteof gray/white
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• color management system

• capture the properties of all 
devices

– camera and lighting

– monitor settings

– output properties

• common interchange space

• sRGB standard as a definition 
of RGB

•• color management systemcolor management system

•• capture the properties of all capture the properties of all 
devicesdevices

–– camera and lightingcamera and lighting

–– monitor settingsmonitor settings

–– output propertiesoutput properties

•• common interchange spacecommon interchange space

•• sRGB standard as a definition sRGB standard as a definition 
of RGBof RGB

ICC ProfilesICC Profiles

input deviceinput device
(e.g. camera)(e.g. camera)

input profileinput profile

profileprofile
connectionconnection

spacespace

output deviceoutput device
(e.g. printer)(e.g. printer)

output profileoutput profile

displaydisplay
devicedevice
(e.g. (e.g. 

monitor)monitor)

monitormonitor
profileprofile
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• profile connection spaces

– CIELAB (perceptual linear)

– linear CIEXYZ color space

• can be used to create an high 
dynamic range image in the profile 
connection space

• allows for a color calibrated 
workflow

• more information at 
http://www.color.org

•• profile connection spacesprofile connection spaces

–– CIELAB (perceptual linear)CIELAB (perceptual linear)

–– linear CIEXYZ color spacelinear CIEXYZ color space

•• can be used to create an high can be used to create an high 
dynamic range image in the profile dynamic range image in the profile 
connection spaceconnection space

•• allows for a color calibrated allows for a color calibrated 
workflowworkflow

•• more information at more information at 
http://www.color.orghttp://www.color.org

ICC ProfilesICC Profiles

input deviceinput device
(e.g. camera)(e.g. camera)

input profileinput profile

profileprofile
connectionconnection

spacespace

output deviceoutput device
(e.g. printer)(e.g. printer)

output profileoutput profile

......
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• put the camera in a defined 
state (calibration)

• create a a image of a test 
target under the same 
illumination conditions as 
used later on is captured

• the image is analyzed by a 
profile generation software

• the generated ICC profile 
can be used in a color 
management systems

•• put the camera in a defined put the camera in a defined 
state (calibration)state (calibration)

•• create a a image of a test create a a image of a test 
target under the same target under the same 
illumination conditions as illumination conditions as 
used later on is capturedused later on is captured

•• the image is analyzed by a the image is analyzed by a 
profile generation softwareprofile generation software

•• the generated ICC profile the generated ICC profile 
can be used in a color can be used in a color 
management systemsmanagement systems

Creating an ICC Profile for a Creating an ICC Profile for a 
Digital CameraDigital Camera INFORMATIKINFORMATIK
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Multispectral ImagingMultispectral Imaging

• not only tristimulus values
• 5-8 color channels or even a complete spectrum 

per pixel
• approaches

– dense sampling with narrow band filters

– combining a standard trichromatic camera with 
absorption filters, PCA analysis of sample color 
set

• scene can be reconstructed under arbitrary 
lighting conditions

•• not only tristimulus valuesnot only tristimulus values

•• 55--8 color channels or even a complete spectrum 8 color channels or even a complete spectrum 
per pixelper pixel

•• approachesapproaches

–– dense sampling with narrow band filtersdense sampling with narrow band filters

–– combining a standard trichromatic camera with combining a standard trichromatic camera with 
absorption filters, PCA analysis of sample color absorption filters, PCA analysis of sample color 
setset

•• scene can be reconstructed under arbitrary scene can be reconstructed under arbitrary 
lighting conditionslighting conditions
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Multispectral Imaging Multispectral Imaging 
ExampleExample

captured undercaptured under
HMI illuminationHMI illumination

captured undercaptured under
tungstentungsten

illuminationillumination

color errorcolor error
betweenbetween

both imagesboth images
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Interpreting Digital Counts Interpreting Digital Counts 
(Pixel Values)(Pixel Values)

What do these RGB values mean?What do these RGB values mean?

(141,25,4)(141,25,4)

(225,203,216)(225,203,216)

(141,25,4)(141,25,4)
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Camera Response Curve Camera Response Curve 
(OECF)(OECF)

• relationship between digital counts and luminance is 
unknown (and often non-linear)

– gamma correction

– image optimizations

– ...

• can be described by response curve or OECF (Opto-
Electronic Conversion Function)

• direct measurement via test chart

– uses patches with known gray levels

– patches arranged in a circle 

•• relationship between digital counts and luminance is relationship between digital counts and luminance is 
unknown (and often nonunknown (and often non--linear)linear)

–– gamma correctiongamma correction

–– image optimizationsimage optimizations

–– ......

•• can be described by response curve or OECF (Optocan be described by response curve or OECF (Opto--
Electronic Conversion Function)Electronic Conversion Function)

•• direct measurement via test chartdirect measurement via test chart

–– uses patches with known gray levelsuses patches with known gray levels

–– patches arranged in a circle patches arranged in a circle 
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OECF Test ChartOECF Test Chart
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High Dynamic Range ImagingHigh Dynamic Range Imaging
• limited dynamic range of cameras is a problem

– shadows are underexposed

– bright areas are overexposed

– sampling density is not sufficient

• some modern CMOS imagers have a higher and often 
sufficient dynamic range than most CCD imagers

•• limited dynamic range of cameras is a problemlimited dynamic range of cameras is a problem

–– shadows are underexposedshadows are underexposed

–– bright areas are overexposedbright areas are overexposed

–– sampling density is not sufficientsampling density is not sufficient

•• some modern CMOS imagers have a higher and often some modern CMOS imagers have a higher and often 
sufficient dynamic range than most CCD imagerssufficient dynamic range than most CCD imagers
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High Dynamic Range ImagingHigh Dynamic Range Imaging
general idea of High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging:

• combine multiple images with different exposure times

– pick for each pixel a well exposed image

– response curve needs to be known

– don’t change aperture due to different depth-of-field

general idea of High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging:general idea of High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging:

•• combine multiple images with different exposure timescombine multiple images with different exposure times

–– pick for each pixel a well exposed imagepick for each pixel a well exposed image

–– response curve needs to be knownresponse curve needs to be known

–– don’t change aperture due to different depthdon’t change aperture due to different depth--ofof--fieldfield
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High Dynamic Range ImagingHigh Dynamic Range Imaging INFORMATIKINFORMATIK
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High Dynamic Range (HDR) High Dynamic Range (HDR) 
ImagingImaging

• analog film with several emulsions of different 
sensitivity levels by Wyckoff in the 1960s

– dynamic range of about 108

• commonly used method for digital photography by 
Debevec and Malik (1997)

– selects a small number of pixels from the images 

– performs an optimization of the response curve with 
a smoothness constraint

• newer method by Robertson et al. (1999)

– optimization over all pixels in all images

•• analog film with several emulsions of different analog film with several emulsions of different 
sensitivity levels by Wyckoff in the 1960ssensitivity levels by Wyckoff in the 1960s

–– dynamic range of about 10dynamic range of about 1088

•• commonly used method for digital photography by commonly used method for digital photography by 
Debevec and Malik (1997)Debevec and Malik (1997)

–– selects a small number of pixels from the images selects a small number of pixels from the images 

–– performs an optimization of the response curve with performs an optimization of the response curve with 
a smoothness constrainta smoothness constraint

•• newer method by Robertson et al. (1999)newer method by Robertson et al. (1999)

–– optimization over all pixels in all imagesoptimization over all pixels in all images
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HDR Imaging:HDR Imaging:
Algorithm of Robertson et al.Algorithm of Robertson et al.

Principle of this approach:

• calculate a HDR image using the response curve

• find a better response curve using the HDR image

(to be iterated until convergence)

Principle of this approach:Principle of this approach:

•• calculate a HDR image using the response curvecalculate a HDR image using the response curve

•• find a better response curve using the HDR imagefind a better response curve using the HDR image

(to be iterated until convergence)(to be iterated until convergence)
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HDR Imaging:HDR Imaging:
Algorithm of Robertson et al.Algorithm of Robertson et al.

input:

• series of i images with exposure times t i and pixel 
values yij 

• a weighting function wij = wij(yij) (bell shaped curve)

• a camera response curve Iij

– initial assumption: linear response

⇒calculate HDR values xj from images using

input:input:

•• series of series of i i images with exposure times images with exposure times tt i i and pixel and pixel 
valuesvalues yyij ij 

•• a weighting function a weighting function wwij ij = w= wijij (y(yijij ) ) (bell shaped curve)(bell shaped curve)

•• a camera response curve a camera response curve IIijij

–– initial assumption: linear responseinitial assumption: linear response

⇒⇒calculate HDR values calculate HDR values xxjj from images usingfrom images using

∑
∑
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i
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yiij

j tw
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x
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HDR Imaging:HDR Imaging:
Algorithm of Robertson et al.Algorithm of Robertson et al.

optimizing the response curve Iij resp. Im:

• minimization of objective function O

using Gauss-Seidel relaxation yields

• normalization of I so that I128=1.0

optimizing the response curve optimizing the response curve IIijij resp. resp. IImm::

•• minimization of objective function minimization of objective function OO

using Gaussusing Gauss--Seidel relaxation yieldsSeidel relaxation yields

•• normalization of normalization of II so that so that II128128=1.0=1.0
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HDR Imaging:HDR Imaging:
Algorithm of Robertson et al.Algorithm of Robertson et al.

both steps

• calculation of a HDR image using I

• optimization of I using the HDR image

are now iterated until convergence

– criterion: decrease of O below some threshold

– usually about 5 iterations 

both stepsboth steps

•• calculation of a HDR image using calculation of a HDR image using II

•• optimization of optimization of I I using the HDR imageusing the HDR image

are now iterated until convergenceare now iterated until convergence

–– criterion: decrease of criterion: decrease of OO below some thresholdbelow some threshold

–– usually about 5 iterations usually about 5 iterations 
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HDR Imaging Example: HDR Imaging Example: 
Capturing Environment MapsCapturing Environment Maps

1/2000s        1/500s           1/125s           1/30s          1/2000s        1/500s           1/125s           1/30s          1/8s  1/8s  

series of input imagesseries of input images
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HDR Imaging Example: HDR Imaging Example: 
Capturing Environment MapsCapturing Environment Maps

series of input imagesseries of input images
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General Lab ProceduresGeneral Lab Procedures

• a lot depends on experience

• some rules for doing experiments

– similar to rules in Physics, Chemistry labs

• important to ensure

– safety 

– efficiency

• here: some hints but not a final, perfect, ... list

•• a lot depends on experiencea lot depends on experience

•• some rules for doing experimentssome rules for doing experiments

–– similar to rules in Physics, Chemistry labssimilar to rules in Physics, Chemistry labs

•• important to ensureimportant to ensure

–– safety safety 

–– efficiencyefficiency

•• here: some hints but not a final, perfect, ... listhere: some hints but not a final, perfect, ... list
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1. Safety I1. Safety I

Know how the equipment can hurt you!
• safety rules for exist for all potential dangerous 

devices

• read the manual

• in addition: use common sense!

• examples:

– lasers

– lamps

– heavy objects

– ...

Know how the equipment can hurt you!Know how the equipment can hurt you!
•• safety rules for exist for all potential dangerous safety rules for exist for all potential dangerous 

devicesdevices

•• read the manualread the manual

•• in addition: use common sense!in addition: use common sense!

•• examples:examples:

–– laserslasers

–– lampslamps

–– heavy objectsheavy objects

–– ......
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2. Safety II2. Safety II

Know how you can hurt the equipment!
• read the manual

• in addition: use common sense!

• ask your local lab guru

• if necessary: talk to the engineers

– they know best what can be done and what 
shouldn’t be done with their products

Know how you can hurt the equipment!Know how you can hurt the equipment!
•• read the manualread the manual

•• in addition: use common sense!in addition: use common sense!

•• ask your local lab guruask your local lab guru

•• if necessary: talk to the engineersif necessary: talk to the engineers

–– they know best what can be done and what they know best what can be done and what 
shouldn’t be done with their productsshouldn’t be done with their products
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2. Safety II2. Safety II

Some (odd) examples from our experience:
• replaceing batteries in a flash with an AC adapter

– the current must be limited to avoid destruction of 
capacitors

• taking long exposed images with one of our digital 
cameras

– destroys the electronic system due to overheating

– cooling the camera with a fan helps somewhat

– additional benefit: image noise is reduced

Some (odd) examples from our experience:Some (odd) examples from our experience:
•• replaceing batteries in a flash with an AC adapterreplaceing batteries in a flash with an AC adapter

–– the current must be limited to avoid destruction of the current must be limited to avoid destruction of 
capacitorscapacitors

•• taking long exposed images with one of our digital taking long exposed images with one of our digital 
camerascameras

–– destroys the electronic system due to overheatingdestroys the electronic system due to overheating

–– cooling the camera with a fan helps somewhatcooling the camera with a fan helps somewhat

–– additional benefit: image noise is reducedadditional benefit: image noise is reduced
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3. Original Data3. Original Data

Very (most?) important non-safety rule:

Save all original data!
• Sysadmin’s rule:

– Delete everything that can be created by a simple 
“make” command!

• from this follows:

– Don’t delete anything else!

Very (most?) important nonVery (most?) important non--safety rule:safety rule:

Save all original data!Save all original data!
•• Sysadmin’s rule:Sysadmin’s rule:

–– Delete everything that can be created by a simple Delete everything that can be created by a simple 
“make” command!“make” command!

•• from this follows:from this follows:

–– Don’t delete anything else!Don’t delete anything else!
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3. Original Data3. Original Data

Very (most?) important non-safety rule:

Save all original data!
• original data often really hard or impossible to 

recreate
• storage space is cheap
• you never know which errors you made

• you might be able to apply better techniques to your 
original data later on

Very (most?) important nonVery (most?) important non--safety rule:safety rule:

Save all original data!Save all original data!
•• original data often really hard or impossible to original data often really hard or impossible to 

recreaterecreate

•• storage space is cheapstorage space is cheap
•• you never know which errors you madeyou never know which errors you made

•• you might be able to apply better techniques to your you might be able to apply better techniques to your 
original data later onoriginal data later on
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3. Original Data3. Original Data

An example:
• an error was discovered
• the original was lost
• only a processed version 

was available
• the experiment had to be 

repeated (2 working days)

An example:An example:
•• an error was discoveredan error was discovered

•• the original was lostthe original was lost

•• only a processed version only a processed version 
was availablewas available

•• the experiment had to be the experiment had to be 
repeated (2 working days)repeated (2 working days)
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4. Metadata4. Metadata

Another important rule:

Create, save, and preserve all metadata
that is possibly needed!

What is metadata?
• data about data

• giving additional information not contained in the 
actual data set

Another important rule:Another important rule:

Create, save, and preserve all metadataCreate, save, and preserve all metadata
that is possibly needed!that is possibly needed!

What is metadata?What is metadata?
•• data about datadata about data

•• giving additional information not contained in the giving additional information not contained in the 
actual data setactual data set
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4. Metadata4. Metadata

An example for an image:
...

# @@image_type =  DCRGBImage24

# @@temperature = 23

# @@camera_determined_illum = DC5xx_CAM_ILLUM_DAYLIGHT

# @@photographer_balance_mode = DC5xx_BAL_MODE_PRESET

# @@exposure_index = 80

# @@f_number = 16.0

# @@exposure_time = 1/8

# @@focal_length = 50.0

# @@noise_filter = 1

...

An example for an image:An example for an image:
......

# @@image_type =  DCRGBImage24# @@image_type =  DCRGBImage24

# @@temperature = 23# @@temperature = 23

# @@camera_determined_illum = DC5xx_CAM_ILLUM_DAYLIGHT# @@camera_determined_illum = DC5xx_CAM_ILLUM_DAYLIGHT

# @@photographer_balance_mode = DC5xx_BAL_MODE_PRESET# @@photographer_balance_mode = DC5xx_BAL_MODE_PRESET

# @@exposure_index = 80# @@exposure_index = 80

# @@f_number = 16.0# @@f_number = 16.0

# @@exposure_time = 1/8# @@exposure_time = 1/8

# @@focal_length = 50.0# @@focal_length = 50.0

# @@noise_filter = 1# @@noise_filter = 1

......
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5. Equipment I5. Equipment I

Use the right equipment!
• our experience: we always have different 

requirements than the “average user” such as

– getting measurements and not “good images” from 
a digital camera

– black carpets

• equipment quality should be consistent

– high-end camera with cheap lenses doesn’t make 
sense

– buy a good camera and good lenses instead

Use the right equipment!Use the right equipment!
•• our experience: we always have different our experience: we always have different 

requirements than the “average user” such asrequirements than the “average user” such as

–– getting measurements and not “good images” from getting measurements and not “good images” from 
a digital cameraa digital camera

–– black carpetsblack carpets

•• equipment quality should be consistentequipment quality should be consistent

–– highhigh--end camera with cheap lenses doesn’t make end camera with cheap lenses doesn’t make 
sensesense

–– buy a good camera and good lenses insteadbuy a good camera and good lenses instead
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6. Equipment II6. Equipment II

Know your equipment!
• its properties

• its strengths

• its weaknesses

• many assumptions about cameras, ... are 
approximations that are only valid under certain 
conditions

– our applications often violate these assumptions

Know your equipment!Know your equipment!
•• its propertiesits properties

•• its strengthsits strengths

•• its weaknessesits weaknesses

•• many assumptions about cameras, ... are many assumptions about cameras, ... are 
approximations that are only valid under certain approximations that are only valid under certain 
conditionsconditions

–– our applications often violate these assumptionsour applications often violate these assumptions
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6. Equipment II6. Equipment II

Some examples:Some examples:Some examples:

image noiseimage noise
(CCD chip)(CCD chip)

Bayer patternBayer pattern
for samplingfor samplingblurringblurring
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The EndThe End

Questions?Questions?Questions?

Please visit us at
http://www.mpi-sb.mpg.de

Please visit us atPlease visit us at
http://www.mpihttp://www.mpi--sb.mpg.desb.mpg.de
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Tutorial T1: 3D Data Acquisition

“3D Scanning Pipeline -
Registration and Merging”

Roberto Scopigno
Visual Computing Group

ISTI – C.N.R.
Pisa, Italy
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3D Scanning

The acquisition of a 
single range map is only 
an intermediate single 
step of the overall 
acquisition session

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 3

The 3D scanning pipeline [1]

3D Scanning:

[ Acquisition planning ]

Acquisition of multiple range maps
Range maps Editing
Registration of range maps
Merge of range maps
Mesh Editing
Geometry simplification
Capturing appearance (color acquisition, 
registration, mapping on surface, color-
preserving simplification)
Archival and data conversion

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 4

Acquisition Planning [1]

Selecting the set of views is not easy

An example: Scanning the Minerva
Bronze statue, Archeological  Museum 
Florence (under restoration), 155 cm
3 acquisitions with different scanners (2000-
2002)
Last: scanned with Minolta laser scanner 
(03/2002)

No. range scans:       297
Sampling resolution: ~0.3 mm
Scanning time: 1,5 days

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 5

Acquisition Planning [2]

Definition of the optimal acquisition patchwork:
Given: scanner & object characteristics

Obtain an optimal coverage (all object 
surface covered):

Minimal number of scans 
Sufficient inter-scan overlap
With each scan: 

shot from a view direction nearly orthogonal to the surface 
physically feasible (consider potential collisions with the 
object/environment, self-occlusions)

Neglected phase – any supporting tool available

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 6

Acquisition Planning [3]

Recent research results:
Given CAD model of the object, compute an optimal sensing plan (to 
improve acquisition accuracy)   [Prieto+99]

Given incomplete scanned model, get an optimal selection of the 
next_best_viewpoint [Morooka+99]

A proposal for optimal texture acquisition (given a known shape)
[Matsushita+99]

Open problem:
Few research proposal (usually, find next best view) 

Any supporting tool available
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The input data

Sampling density / distribution depends on the scanner characteristics
Often, range data are given in a regular form (range images)
We can manage range data as:

Unstructured point set, point clouds
Multiple range surfaces

Converting a range image into a
range surface: easy because points 
are regularly distributed, topology is
implicit

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 8

The input data [2]

Triangulation of range images: a tessellation threshold is 
introduced to avoid erroneous connection of “adjacent” samples 
which corresponds to non-adjacent pieces of surface

Image by Brian Curless, Sig’2000 Course Notes
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Registration and Merging

First: Register all range maps

Second: Merge in a single triangulated 
surface with no redundancy
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Registration [1]

Independent scans are defined 
in coordinate spaces which 
depend on the spatial locations 
of the scanning unit and the 
object at acquisition time

They have to be registered
(roto-translation) to lie in the 
same space

Standard approach: 
1. initial manual placement  
2. Iterative Closest Point

(ICP) [Besl92,CheMed92]

In the figure: 
MeshAlign 1.0
(C) Visual Computing Group
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Registration [3]

Accuracy of the registration is a critical issue
It can be based on:

Calibrated scanner positioning
Software optimization
Both Calibrated + Software opt.

“Ideal word”:
The scanner positioning system gives sufficient information to 
directly compute the registration matrix

BUT
Calibration system has to be very accurate, and this increases substantially 
the cost of the scanner (e.g. Michelangelo project)
It is not easy to provide an accurate system which detects any possible 
movement of the scanner w.r.t. the object

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 12

Registration [4]

An example: the Digital 
Michelangelo scanner

Calibrated scanner head 
vertical movement (on the 
gantry) and orientation 

Does not detect the gantry 
location on the floor

It uses a mixed registration 
approach 

Calibrated
movement

Unknown location

Calibrated
movement
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Pairwise Registration [1]

Registration as an optimization:

Start with an initial approximate 
registation, obtained:

Manually
Via sensor tracking
Automatic (possible only for 
objects with well defined and easy 
to detect features) 

Given two overlapping range 
scans, we wish to find the rigid 
transformation T that minimizes
the distance between them

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 14

Pairwise Registration [2]

Initial registration with user intervention:

Mode 1) The user 
manually places a 
range map over 
another (interactive 
manipulation)

Mode 2) Selection 
of multiple pairs of 
matching points
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Pairwise Registration [3]

An approximation to the distance between range scans is:

E = Σ || T qi – pi ||2
where the qi are samples from scan Q and the pi are the 
corresponding points of scan P. 
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Pairwise Registration [4]

If the correspondences are known a priori, 
then there is a closed form solution for T.
However, the correspondences are not 
known in advance.

Iterative closest point (ICP) [Besl+92]
Start from an approximate registration 
Repeat

Identify corresponding points
(minimal distance)
Compute and apply the optimal
rigid motion T

Until registration error E is small

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 17

Pairwise Registration [5]

This approach is troubled by slow convergence when surfaces need 
to slide along each other.

Chen and Medioni [Chen+92] describe a method that does not 
penalize sliding motions, by constraining points to stay in proximity 
of corresponding average planes instead of corresponding points

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 18

Pair-wise vs Global Registration

We have described an approach that allows to register pairs of 
range scan  local registration

A set of range map can be registered pairwise, but pairwise 
alignment leads to accumulation of errors when walking across
the surface of an object

An optimal solution should minimize distances between all range 
scans simultaneously
This is sometimes called the global registration problem
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Global Registration [1]

Global Registration

A simple approach: add another loop to ICP

while (NOT DONE) {
for each range map {

for each point {
find closest points in all other range maps
}

move the current surface closer
}

Very slow!!
Lot of memory!!
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Global Registration [2]

Many different global registration approaches [Bernardini00]

Global optimization
Simulated annealing [Blais, Levine 95]
Springs [Stoddart, Hilton 96]
Hierarchical linearized least squares [Neugebauer 97]

Incremental
Iterate moving one scan, keep others fixed [Bergevin et al 96]
Speed up using hardware [Benjemaa, Schmitt 97]
Keep pairwise matches [Pulli 99]
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Global Registration [3]

Global Registration  [Pulli99]

Uses output of pairwise registration (final set of corresponding 
points) as constraints in the multi-range_maps registration phase

Registration error are spread among many range maps, rather than
accumulated

Efficient (time+space) :

The global step works on sets of corresponding points, not on 
the entire dataset 
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Global Registration [4]

Pulli’s method:  
Local – Pairwise registration 

Builds a graph, with a node for each range map and an arc
for each pair of overlapping range maps

For each arc, iterate ICP until registration accuracy < ε
Select set of matching points (point-plane approach)
Minimize distances

Assign the last matching point set (point to point) to the arc

Global – Multi-rangemap registration: 
For all arcs in the graph

Build the union of the matching point sets (point to 
point)
Minimize globally the sum of squared distances

Most 
expensive
step
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Using Color in Registration [1]

Color-- enhanced registration
If the scanner acquires also an RGB texture (calibrated with 

the range map) 
Then available color info can be used to improve/simplify the 

registration

Image by F. Bernardini

Improves results on range 
maps with few geometric 
features
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Using Color in Registration [2]

Using Color in registration [Bernardini00]

Initial Registration

Manual (user selects of matching point, with automatic 
improvement)

Automatic (by identification of texture feature points)

Refinement of Registration

Instead of ICP (align textures projected in a common view, by 
image cross-correlation)

During ICP (consider each point in 6D space XYZRGB)

After ICP (to further refine the ICP result, aligning feature texels)
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Using Color in Registration [3]

An example of color-refined registration [Bernardini00]

Shape: a vase, lacking sufficient geometric features  
After IPC, the rigid transformation is improved by aligning textures 
feature points

Image by F. Bernardini
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Merging [1]

Merge (or fusion):

Once registered, all scan 
have to be fused in a single, 
continuous, hole-free mesh

Output of the Marching Intersection code
(C) Visual Computing Group
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Merging [2]

Desirable properties for surface reconstruction:
No restriction on topological type
Representation of range uncertainty
Utilization of all range data (integrate over overlapped 
regions)
Incremental and order independent updating
Time and space efficiency
Robustness
Ability to fill holes in the reconstruction
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Merging [3]

Many reconstruction methods proposed:

Reconstruction from point clouds 
any previous info on samples adjacency (unorganized points)
very general
often slower

Reconstruction from range maps
use all available information (adjacency in range maps, 
orientation, weighted evaluation of samples)
less general
more robust and accurate (weighted blending) 
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Merging [4]

Reconstruction from point clouds:
Methods that construct triangle meshes directly:

Local Delaunay triangulations [Boissonat84]
Alpha shapes [Edelsbrunner+92]
Crust algorithm [Amenta+98]
Delaunay-based sculpturing [Attene+00]

Ball Pivoting [Bernardini+99]
Localized Delaunay  [Gopi+00]

Methods that construct implicit functions:
Voxel-based signed distance functions [Hoppe+92]
Bezier-Bernstein polynomials [Baja+95]
Radial Basis Functions [Carr+01]

Global
Delaunay

Local
Methods

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 30

Merging [5]

Reconstruction from range maps:

Methods that construct triangle meshes directly:

Re-triangulation in projection plane [Soucy+92]

Zippering in 3D [Turk+94]

Methods that construct implicit functions:

Signed distances to nearest surface [Hilton+96]

Signed distances to sensor + space carving [Curless+96]

Marching Intersections [Rocchini+00]
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Merging [6]

Sampling quality and reconstruction issues:

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 32

Merging – Ball-Pivoting

Region growing paradigm:
Build an initial seed face
LOOP 

Pop next open edge (vi, vj)

Pivot a ball around boundary edge, until it 
touches a sample vk

Create new triangle (vi , vj ,vk)

Push new open edges (vi , vk) (vj ,vk)

UNTIL no more open edges

Efficient: 15M triangles in 30 mins, 100MB memory
on Pentium II 450Mhz

[Bernardini99]
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Merging - Zippering

Mesh Zippering [Turk94]

One of the methods which combine range surfaces by stitching 
polygon meshes together.

Overview:
Tessellate range images and assign weights to vertices

Detect overlapping sections and remove redundant triangles

Zipper meshes together

Extract a consensus geometry

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 34

Merging – Zippering [2]

Weight assignment
Final surface will be weighted combination of range images

Weights are assigned at each vertex to:
Favor views with higher sampling rates (view \\ to surface normal) 

Encourage smooth blends between range images (low weight in the 
vicinity of mesh boundary)

Image by Brian Curless, Sig’2000 Course Notes
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Merging – Zippering [3]

An example of weight 
visualization on a single 
range mesh

Weight value mapped with 
color (red=low weight)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 36

Merging – Zippering [4]

Redundancy removal and zippering

Image by Brian Curless, Sig’2000 Course Notes
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Merging – Zippering [4]

Finding a consensus geometry

Image by Brian Curless, Sig’2000 Course Notes
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Merging – Zippering [5]

Example of quality improvements introduced by the search of the 
consensus geometry

Image by Brian Curless, Sig’2000 Course Notes
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Merging – Volume-based

Combining the meshes volumetrically can overcome 
difficulties of stitching polygon meshes

Fast and robust
Sensitive to range scan characteristics 
User-defined voxel size

Overview [Curless+96]

Convert range images to signed distance functions

Combine signed distance functions

Carve away empty space

Extract hole-free isosurface (isosurface fitting by MC)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 40

Distance Fields

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 41

Merging – Volume-based [2]

Evaluating and combining signed distances

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 42

The Marching Cube Algorithm

Image by Kari Pulli
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Merging – Volume-based [3]

Hole filling
Unseen portions appear as holes in the reconstruction

A hole-free mesh is useful for:
Fitting surfaces to meshes

Manufacturing replicas (e.g., stereolithography)

Aesthetic renderings

Processing (eg. evaluation of measures)
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Merging – Volume-based [4]

Holes can be removed:
Merging time: 

construct an hole-free distance volume (space 
carving), by taking into account the known visual 
hull and the scanner view direction 
easy to implement but increased reconstruction 
time

Postprocessing: 
explicit triangulation of holes
not easy to implement, robustness is 

an open issue (complex hole shape)
slow (usually, user-controlled) 
patches can take into account surface 

curvature in the surrounding frontier 
region (e.g. spline fitting, subdivision 
surfaces)

Image by Levoy et al.
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Merging – Volume-based [5]

Space Carving [Curless+96, Davis+02]
building a distance volume which allows automatic hole filling at 
fitting time

Space Carving 
[Curless+96]

plus volumetric diffusion of the distance field
[Davis+02]

scanner
view
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Merging – Volume-based [6]

Voxel space resolution: don't use too 
small cubes

Size >= max of
registration error
sampling error
sampling density

Use of directional information allows 
reconstructing thin objects

Image by Kari Pulli
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Merging – Marching Intersections

Yet another volumetric method… [Rocchini+00]

Methods based on Distance Volume voxel-based
Marching Intersection cell-based

Marching Intersections
Instead of building a distance volume, evaluates the intersections of 
the range surfaces with the edges of the discrete space

Merge nearly coincident intersections, according to a threshold ε
Reconstruct the surface on each cell, from the intersection pattern 
(inverse Marching Cubes)

R. Scopigno, EG'02 3D Scanning Tut., Sept. 2002 48

Merging – Marching Intersections [2]

Compute the intersection between the range surfaces and the grid
lines of a cell-based volume:

Done independently on the 3 set of parallel grid lines (X, Y, Z)
Stored on 3 sets of lists (compact repr., no explicit repr. of the volume 
grid) 
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Merging – Marching Intersections [3]

For each grid line, all 
intersections at distance 
lower than a given 
threshold are:

Fused if concordant 
normal (weighted 
fusion)

or

Removed if lie on the 
same range map and 
normals are 
discordant
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Merging – Marching Intersections [4]

Fusion implies moving intersections. 

When an intersection is moved from a cell to an adjacent one, new 
“virtual” intersections have to be introduced to maintain data 
integrity
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Merging – Marching Intersections [5]

A complete merging sequence:
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Once all possible fusion/removal steps have been performed on the 
grid lines, we reconstruct the corresponding isosurface:

For each cell:
Find intersections on its edges (patch geometry)
Compute the corresponding MC vertex configuration
Assign to the corresponding MC patch topology the known geometry

Merging – Marching Intersections [6]
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Merging – Marching Intersections [6]

Anomalies and holes
Non-correct configurations can be obtained 
on some cells, due to multiple or missing
intersections, e.g. due to:

boundary faces of the range maps
holes in the range maps

Most of them are disambiguated by 
considering adjacent cells

Holes are detected (open boundaries) 
and can be filled on the fly
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Merging – Marching Intersections [8]

Results  
PentiumII 350MHz, 512MB RAM
Times in sec., include I/O
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Merging – Marching Intersections [10]

Results:

142x134x104

66x62x48

712x501x322
106x264x176
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Merging

A “visual” comparison

Ball Pivoting (no weighting): 
ρ=0.7mm, 452K tr., 
92MB, 92 sec. (P450MHz)

March.Inters.(weighted composition): 
338x335x263 (vox=0.45mm), 774K tr., 
30MB, 36 sec. (P350MHz)
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Merging – Marching Intersections [11]

Merging range surfaces via Marching Intersection

Pro’s
Geometric accuracy: output mesh geometry is ON range 
surface, vs. range dist.voxels MC interpolat.
Time & space efficient
No staircase discontinuity on overlapping regions (weighted 
fusion)

Con’s
Not straightforward to implement
Sensible to alignment inaccuracies
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Merging

Improved reconstruction of 
feature edges [Kobbelt+01]

Replaces scalar distances with directed 
distances (in the x,y,z directions)

Works in three steps:
cells that contain a feature are identified 
then, one new sample is included per cell 
one round of edge flipping reconstructs the 
feature edges
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Mesh Editing

Geo-topological editing 
needed on:

range maps
merged mesh  

Apply smoothing filters

Correct the mesh (hole 
filling, topology checks 
and edits, noise 
removal, etc)

In the figure:
Manipulator
(C) Visual Computing Group
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Scanning the Minerva [1]

Minerva of Arezzo
Bronze statue, Archeological  
Museum Florence (under 
restoration), height 1.55 m
3 acquisitions with different 
scanners (2000-2002)
Last: scanned with Minolta laser 
scanner (03/2002)

No. range scans:       297
Sampling resolution: ~0.3 mm
Scanning time: 1,5 days
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Scanning the Minerva [2]

Scanner 
positions 
during the 
acquisition
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Scanning the Minerva [3]

Post-processing
Registration of range maps

Registration Time:   8 days 
(>80%)

Model after align/merging:
Voxel size:      0.5 mm
Output mesh:  25 M  faces

Models after simplification:
From 15 M down to 20K faces
Simplification time: ~ 30  min
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Lessons learned

Scanning:
Producing a complete sampling is often impossible

Tools for on-line selection of best views needed

Registration:
Most time-consuming step in the scanning process
Requires an operator:

sufficiently expert 
patient (it is a boring phase)
precise

Any improvement in the automation of the process is welcomed

Merging:
Should blend range maps on overlapping regions
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3D Data Acquisition3D Data Acquisition
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDigitizing Real World ObjectsDigitizing Real World Objects

by 3D geometry
• no color

by 3D geometryby 3D geometry
•• no colorno color
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDigitizing Real World ObjectsDigitizing Real World Objects

by images
• no interaction

by imagesby images
•• no interactionno interaction
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDigitizing Real World ObjectsDigitizing Real World Objects

by geometry plus texture
• no relighting

by geometry plus textureby geometry plus texture
•• no relightingno relighting
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDigitizing Real World ObjectsDigitizing Real World Objects

by geometry plus a single BRDFby geometry plus a single BRDFby geometry plus a single BRDF
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDigitizing Real World ObjectsDigitizing Real World Objects

by geometry plus spatially varying BRDFsby geometry plus spatially varying by geometry plus spatially varying BRDFsBRDFs
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• Consistent Colors
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– for homogeneous materials

– for spatially varying materials
• Conclusion
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•• ImageImage--Based BRDF MeasurementBased BRDF Measurement

–– for homogeneous materialsfor homogeneous materials
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– for spatially varying materials
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•• IntroductionIntroduction

•• Texture AcquisitionTexture Acquisition
–– 3D 3D -- 2D Registration2D Registration

•• Consistent ColorsConsistent Colors
•• ImageImage--Based BRDF MeasurementBased BRDF Measurement

–– for homogeneous materialsfor homogeneous materials

–– for spatially varying materialsfor spatially varying materials

•• ConclusionConclusion
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

Digital 3D Models of Digital 3D Models of 
Real World ObjectsReal World Objects

GeometryGeometryGeometry Image dataImage dataImage data
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKAcquiring Real World ModelsAcquiring Real World Models

Geometry
• 3D scanner

GeometryGeometry
•• 3D scanner3D scanner

Texture data
• digital camera

Texture dataTexture data
•• digital cameradigital camera

single sensor vs. multiple sensorssingle sensor vs. multiple sensors
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK3D 3D –– 2D Registration2D Registration

Find the camera setting for each 2D image.Find the camera setting for each 2D image.Find the camera setting for each 2D image.
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

Transformations
• to camera coordinates (extrinsic):

• to 2D image space (intrinsic):

⇒ determine R, t and f (6+1 dimensions)

TransformationsTransformations
•• to camera coordinates (extrinsic):to camera coordinates (extrinsic):

•• to 2D image space (intrinsic):to 2D image space (intrinsic):

⇒⇒ determine determine R, tR, t and and ff (6+1 dimensions)(6+1 dimensions)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSimilarity MeasureSimilarity Measure

Which features to investigate?
• no color information on the model
• correspondence of geometric features hard to find

Which features to investigate?Which features to investigate?
•• no color information on the modelno color information on the model

•• correspondence of geometric features hard to findcorrespondence of geometric features hard to find
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSimilarity MeasureSimilarity Measure

Compare silhouettes [Etienne de Silhouette 1709-1767]

• model: render monochrome
• photo: automatic histogram-based segmentation

Compare silhouettes Compare silhouettes [Etienne de Silhouette 1709[Etienne de Silhouette 1709--1767]1767]

•• model: render monochromemodel: render monochrome

•• photo: automatic histogramphoto: automatic histogram--based segmentationbased segmentation
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSimilarity MeasureSimilarity Measure

Compare silhouettes [Etienne de Silhouette 1709-1767]

• model: render monochrome
• photo: automatic histogram-based segmentation

Compare silhouettes Compare silhouettes [Etienne de Silhouette 1709[Etienne de Silhouette 1709--1767]1767]

•• model: render monochromemodel: render monochrome

•• photo: automatic histogramphoto: automatic histogram--based segmentationbased segmentation
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

Distance Measure for Distance Measure for 
SilhouettesSilhouettes

[Neugebauer & Klein ‘99,
Matsushita & Kaneko ‘99]

Point-to-outline 
distances
• slow because points on

the outline must be 
determined

• speedup by distance 
maps

[[NeugebauerNeugebauer & Klein ‘99,& Klein ‘99,

Matsushita & Kaneko ‘99]Matsushita & Kaneko ‘99]

PointPoint --toto --outline outline 
distancesdistances
•• slow because points onslow because points on

the outline must be the outline must be 
determineddetermined

•• speedup by distance speedup by distance 
mapsmaps
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

PixelPixel --based based 
Distance MeasureDistance Measure

Count the number of 
pixels covered by 
just one silhouette.
• XOR the images

• compute histogram 
(hardware)

Count the number of Count the number of 
pixels covered by pixels covered by 
just one silhouette.just one silhouette.
•• XOR the imagesXOR the images

•• compute histogram compute histogram 
(hardware)(hardware)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKNonNon--linear Optimization linear Optimization 

Downhill Simplex Method [Press 1992] 
• works for N dimensions
• no derivatives 
• easy to control

Downhill Simplex Method [Press 1992] Downhill Simplex Method [Press 1992] 
•• works for works for NN dimensionsdimensions

•• no derivatives no derivatives 
•• easy to controleasy to control
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSimplex Method in 3D Simplex Method in 3D 

original simplexoriginal simplexoriginal simplex

reflection and/or
expansion
reflection and/orreflection and/or
expansionexpansion

shrinkingshrinkingshrinking

random 
perturbation
random random 
perturbationperturbation
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKHierarchical OptimizationHierarchical Optimization

• optimize on low resolution first
• restart optimization to avoid local minima
• switch to higher resolution
• mesh resolution can be adapted

•• optimize on low resolution firstoptimize on low resolution first

•• restart optimization to avoid local minimarestart optimization to avoid local minima

•• switch to higher resolutionswitch to higher resolution
•• mesh resolution can be adaptedmesh resolution can be adapted
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKTexture StitchingTexture Stitching

projective texture mapping
assign one image to each triangle 
• triangle visible in image? (test every vertex)
• select best viewing angle
• discard data near depth discontinuities 
• blend textures at assignment boundaries

projective texture mappingprojective texture mapping
assign one image to each triangle assign one image to each triangle 
•• triangle visible in image? (test every vertex)triangle visible in image? (test every vertex)
•• select best viewing angleselect best viewing angle

•• discard data near depth discontinuities discard data near depth discontinuities 

•• blend textures at assignment boundariesblend textures at assignment boundaries
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

Blending Across Blending Across 
Assignment BordersAssignment Borders

• find border vertices

• release all triangles 
around them 

• assign boundary 
vertices to best region

• assign alpha-values for 
each region 

– 1  to vertices 
included in the region

– 0 to all others.

•• find border verticesfind border vertices

•• release all triangles release all triangles 
around them around them 

•• assign boundary assign boundary 
vertices to best regionvertices to best region

•• assign alphaassign alpha--values for values for 
each region each region 

–– 1  to vertices 1  to vertices 
included in the regionincluded in the region

–– 0 to all others.0 to all others.
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKTexture Processing Texture Processing 

problems
• complicated rendering
• multiple textures for one object
• multiple texture coordinates per vertex
• triangles will be drawn up to three times

problemsproblems
•• complicated renderingcomplicated rendering

•• multiple textures for one objectmultiple textures for one object
•• multiple texture coordinates per vertexmultiple texture coordinates per vertex

•• triangles will be drawn up to three timestriangles will be drawn up to three times
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKTexture Processing Texture Processing 

solution [Rocchini et al. 1999]

• pack all relevant texture parts into one texture 
• adapt texture coordinates
• duplicate vertices

solution [solution [ RocchiniRocchini et al. 1999]et al. 1999]

•• pack all relevant texture parts into one texture pack all relevant texture parts into one texture 

•• adapt texture coordinatesadapt texture coordinates
•• duplicate verticesduplicate vertices
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKPacked TexturePacked Texture
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKTextured 3D ModelTextured 3D Model
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKEntire TextureEntire Texture
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKOverviewOverview

• Introduction
• Texture Acquisition

– 3D - 2D Registration

• Consistent Colors
• Image-Based BRDF Measurement

– for homogeneous materials

– for spatially varying materials
• Conclusion

•• IntroductionIntroduction

•• Texture AcquisitionTexture Acquisition
–– 3D 3D -- 2D Registration2D Registration

•• Consistent ColorsConsistent Colors
•• ImageImage--Based BRDF MeasurementBased BRDF Measurement

–– for homogeneous materialsfor homogeneous materials

–– for spatially varying materialsfor spatially varying materials

•• ConclusionConclusion
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKConsistent ColorsConsistent Colors

current problems: 
• visible artifacts at assignment boundaries
• no view-dependent effects
• highlights do not move
• no relighting possible

current problems: current problems: 
•• visible artifacts at assignment boundariesvisible artifacts at assignment boundaries
•• no viewno view--dependent effectsdependent effects

•• highlights do not movehighlights do not move

•• no relighting possibleno relighting possible
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKRemoving ArtifactsRemoving Artifacts

• use almost diffuse area light sources to avoid sharp 
highlights. 

• still the texture captures the current lighting situation

•• use almost diffuse area light sources to avoid sharp use almost diffuse area light sources to avoid sharp 
highlights. highlights. 

•• still the texture captures the current lighting situationstill the texture captures the current lighting situation
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDiffuse ColorDiffuse Color

[Rushmeier ‘97]
• assume lambertian surfaces, outgoing radiance:

• take a number of pictures with different but known 
light source positions (point-light source)

• discard highest and lowest intensities

[[Rushmeier Rushmeier ‘97]‘97]
•• assume assume lambertianlambertian surfaces, outgoing radiance:surfaces, outgoing radiance:

•• take a number of pictures with different but known take a number of pictures with different but known 
light source positions (pointlight source positions (point--light source)light source)

•• discard highest and lowest intensitiesdiscard highest and lowest intensities
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDiffuse ColorDiffuse Color

• solve the following system for      ( and     )

• yields consistent colors
• removes all highlights

•• solve the following system for      ( and     )solve the following system for      ( and     )

•• yields consistent colorsyields consistent colors
•• removes all highlightsremoves all highlights
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSurface Light FieldsSurface Light Fields

[Miller ‘98, Wood ’00]
• store radiance values for multiple viewing directions 

for each surface point
• reconstruct the by interpolation of the closest views

• yields almost perfect results including highlights
• huge acquisition effort (several hundred images)
• huge amount of data (requires compression)
• no relighting possible

[Miller ‘98, Wood ’00][Miller ‘98, Wood ’00]
•• store radiance values for multiple viewing directions store radiance values for multiple viewing directions 

for each surface pointfor each surface point
•• reconstruct the by interpolation of the closest viewsreconstruct the by interpolation of the closest views

•• yields almost perfect results including highlightsyields almost perfect results including highlights

•• huge acquisition effort (several hundred images)huge acquisition effort (several hundred images)

•• huge amount of data (requires compression)huge amount of data (requires compression)
•• no relighting possibleno relighting possible
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKReflectance FieldsReflectance Fields

[Debevec ‘00, Matusik ‘02, Masselus ‘02, 
Furukava ‘02]

• captures (also) lighting dependent effects
• requires even more acquisition effort
• produces more data

• allows relighting!

[[DebevecDebevec ‘00, ‘00, Matusik Matusik ‘02, ‘02, Masselus Masselus ‘02, ‘02, 
FurukavaFurukava ‘02]‘02]

•• captures (also) lighting dependent effectscaptures (also) lighting dependent effects

•• requires even more acquisition effortrequires even more acquisition effort
•• produces more dataproduces more data

•• allows relighting!allows relighting!
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• Texture Acquisition

– 3D - 2D Registration

• Consistent Colors
• Image-Based BRDF Measurement

– for homogeneous materials

– for spatially varying materials
• Conclusion

•• IntroductionIntroduction

•• Texture AcquisitionTexture Acquisition
–– 3D 3D -- 2D Registration2D Registration

•• Consistent ColorsConsistent Colors
•• ImageImage--Based BRDF MeasurementBased BRDF Measurement

–– for homogeneous materialsfor homogeneous materials

–– for spatially varying materialsfor spatially varying materials

•• ConclusionConclusion
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Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage--based BRDF measurement based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage --based BRDF measurementbased BRDF measurement
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKReflection PropertiesReflection Properties

• a BRDF (bi-directional reflectance distribution function) 

yields the fraction 
of reflected to incident 
radiance at one point
for any pair of directions.

•• a BRDF (bia BRDF (bi--directional reflectance distribution function) directional reflectance distribution function) 

yields the fraction yields the fraction 
of reflected to incident of reflected to incident 
radiance at one pointradiance at one point
for any pair of directions.for any pair of directions.
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKBRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

GonioreflectometerGonioreflectometerGonioreflectometer

light sourcelight source

samplesample

sensorsensor
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKBRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

GonioreflectometerGonioreflectometerGonioreflectometer

light sourcelight source

samplesample

sensorsensor
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

ImageImage--BasedBased
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

[Marschner 1999]

• capture lots of BRDF 
samples at one shot by 
a sensor array / camera.

[[MarschnerMarschner 1999]1999]

•• capture lots of BRDF capture lots of BRDF 
samples at one shot by samples at one shot by 
a sensor array / camera.a sensor array / camera.

cameracamera

curved samplecurved sample
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Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage--based BRDF measurement based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKAcquisition EquipmentAcquisition Equipment

• 3D scanner 
(structured light, CT)

• digital camera 
(high dynamic range)

• point-light source
• dark room
• calibration targets 

(checkerboard, metal spheres)

•• 3D scanner 3D scanner 
(structured light, CT)(structured light, CT)

•• digital camera digital camera 
(high dynamic range)(high dynamic range)

•• pointpoint--light sourcelight source
•• dark roomdark room

•• calibration targets calibration targets 
(checkerboard, metal spheres)(checkerboard, metal spheres)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKAcquisitionAcquisition

HDR images, calibrated
camera/light source position
HDR images, calibratedHDR images, calibrated
camera/light source positioncamera/light source position

3D scan3D scan3D scan
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK3D3D--2D Registration2D Registration

• calibrated gantry
• corresponding points
• we use a 

silhouette-based
method

•• calibrated gantrycalibrated gantry
•• corresponding pointscorresponding points

•• we use a we use a 
silhouettesilhouette--basedbased
methodmethod
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKLight Source PositionLight Source Position

• detect highlights of ring flash reflections
• determine the position of the spheres

•• detect highlights of ring flash reflectionsdetect highlights of ring flash reflections

•• determine the position of the spheresdetermine the position of the spheres

d d
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKLight Source PositionLight Source Position

• detect highlights of light source reflections
• reconstruct light source position

•• detect highlights of light source reflectionsdetect highlights of light source reflections

•• reconstruct light source positionreconstruct light source position

d dr
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKLight Source PositionLight Source Position
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Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage--based BRDF measurement based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

A lumitexel     collects all data available for a 
point on the surface:
• 3D position
• normal

• list of radiance samples       , 
one for every image where      is visible and lit:

– radiance value
– light source direction 
– viewing direction

A A lumitexel     lumitexel     collects all data available for a collects all data available for a 
point on the surface:point on the surface:
•• 3D position3D position

•• normalnormal

•• list of radiance samples       , list of radiance samples       , 
one for every image where      is visible and lit:one for every image where      is visible and lit:

–– radiance valueradiance value

–– light source direction light source direction 

–– viewing directionviewing direction

LumitexelsLumitexels
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKAssembling Assembling LumitexelsLumitexels

• for each triangle:
find the image with the highest sampling rate
generate one lumitexel for each pixel

•• for each triangle:for each triangle:
find the image with the highest sampling ratefind the image with the highest sampling rate
generate one generate one lumitexel lumitexel for each pixelfor each pixel
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDepth DiscontinuitiesDepth Discontinuities
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDepth DiscontinuitiesDepth Discontinuities

• discard shadow area•• discard shadow areadiscard shadow area
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDepth DiscontinuitiesDepth Discontinuities

• discard samples near 
shadow area because 
of uncertainty

•• discard samples near discard samples near 
shadow area because shadow area because 
of uncertaintyof uncertainty
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDepth DiscontinuitiesDepth Discontinuities

• self-occluded areas
are not visible anyway
⇒ no problem …

•• selfself--occluded areasoccluded areas
are not visible anywayare not visible anyway
⇒⇒ no problem no problem ……
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKDepth DiscontinuitiesDepth Discontinuities

• also discard samples 
close to depth 
discontinuities  

•• also discard samples also discard samples 
close to depth close to depth 
discontinuities  discontinuities  
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKRemoving DiscontinuitiesRemoving Discontinuities
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Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage--based BRDF measurement based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKProblemProblem

• describe the reflection properties for the basic 
materials

• too few radiance samples  
⇒ no dense sampling of the BRDF 
⇒ fit a BRDF model 

•• describe the reflection properties for the basic describe the reflection properties for the basic 
materialsmaterials

•• too few radiance samples  too few radiance samples  
⇒⇒ no dense sampling of the BRDF no dense sampling of the BRDF 
⇒⇒ fit a BRDF model fit a BRDF model 
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKThe The Lafortune Lafortune ModelModel

• physically plausible
• diffuse component plus a number of lobes
• 3*(1+ i*3) parameters (12 for a single lobe model)

• fit parameters to samples

•• physically plausiblephysically plausible

•• diffuse component plus a number of lobesdiffuse component plus a number of lobes

•• 3*(1+ i*3) parameters (12 for a single lobe model)3*(1+ i*3) parameters (12 for a single lobe model)

•• fit parameters to samplesfit parameters to samples
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKFitting Fitting BRDFs BRDFs to to LumitexelsLumitexels

• define error measure between a BRDF and a 
lumitexel:

• perform non-linear least square optimization for a set 
of lumitexels using Levenberg-Marquardt 

• yields a single BRDF (i.e. its parameters) 
per set of lumitexels

•• define error measure between a BRDF and a define error measure between a BRDF and a 
lumitexellumitexel::

•• perform nonperform non--linear least square optimization for a set linear least square optimization for a set 
of of lumitexelslumitexels using using LevenbergLevenberg--Marquardt Marquardt 

•• yields a single BRDF (i.e. its parameters) yields a single BRDF (i.e. its parameters) 
per set of per set of lumitexelslumitexels
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKFitting ResultFitting Result
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKClusteringClustering

Goal: separate the different materials
• similar to Lloyd iteration

• start with a single cluster containing all lumitexels
• split cluster along direction of largest variance
• stop after n clusters have been constructed

Goal: separate the different materialsGoal: separate the different materials
•• similar to Lloyd iterationsimilar to Lloyd iteration

•• start with a single cluster containing all start with a single cluster containing all lumitexelslumitexels
•• split cluster along direction of largest variancesplit cluster along direction of largest variance

•• stop after stop after nn clusters have been constructedclusters have been constructed
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSplitSplit --ReclusterRecluster --Fit CycleFit Cycle

• split into two BRDFs along direction of largest 
variance of parameters (covariance matrix)

• distribute initial lumitexels forming two new clusters
• refit new BRDFs
• repeat reclustering and fitting until clusters are stable

•• split into two split into two BRDFs BRDFs along direction of largest along direction of largest 
variance of parameters (covariance matrix)variance of parameters (covariance matrix)

•• distribute initial distribute initial lumitexels lumitexels forming two new clustersforming two new clusters
•• refit new refit new BRDFsBRDFs

•• repeat repeat reclusteringreclustering and fitting until clusters areand fitting until clusters are stablestable

BRDFBRDF

clustercluster

BRDFBRDF11

BRDFBRDF22

splitsplit fitfitreclusterrecluster
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKClustering ResultsClustering Results
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKSpatially Varying MaterialsSpatially Varying Materials
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIK

Overview Overview 
BRDF MeasurementBRDF Measurement

• image-based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)

• data acquisition
• resampling
• material separation
• projection (spatially varying behavior)

•• imageimage--based BRDF measurement based BRDF measurement 
(homogenous materials)(homogenous materials)

•• data acquisitiondata acquisition
•• resamplingresampling

•• material separationmaterial separation

•• projection (spatially varying behavior)projection (spatially varying behavior)
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKProjectionProjection

Goal: assign a separate BRDF to 
each lumitexel

• too few radiance samples for a reliable fit

• represent the BRDF       of every lumitexel by a linear 

combination of already determined 

BRDFs                          :

• determine linear weights

Goal: assign a separate BRDF to Goal: assign a separate BRDF to 
each each lumitexellumitexel

•• too few radiance samples for a reliable fittoo few radiance samples for a reliable fit

•• represent the BRDF       of every represent the BRDF       of every lumitexellumitexel by a linear by a linear 

combination of already determined combination of already determined 

BRDFs                          BRDFs                          ::

•• determine linear weightsdetermine linear weights
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKProjectionProjection

• compute the pseudo-inverse using SVD to get a least
square solution for 

• avoid negative 

•• compute the pseudocompute the pseudo--inverse using SVD to get a leastinverse using SVD to get a least

square solution for square solution for 

•• avoid negative avoid negative 
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKInitial BasisInitial Basis

for each cluster take 
• the fitted BRDF
• the BRDFs of spatially neighboring cluster
• the BRDFs of similar material clusters
• two slightly modified versions of 

for each cluster take for each cluster take 

•• the fitted BRDFthe fitted BRDF
•• the the BRDFs BRDFs of spatially neighboring clusterof spatially neighboring cluster

•• the the BRDFs BRDFs of similar material clustersof similar material clusters
•• two slightly modified versions of two slightly modified versions of 

Cf

Cf
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKReconstruction ResultsReconstruction Results
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKResultsResults
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKResultsResults
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKResultsResults
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKResultsResults

• truly spatially varying BRDFs
• small number of input images
• high quality compact object representation 
• 200 MB image data (26 views) ⇒ 20 MB output 

(angels)
• reasonable acquisition effort
• normal maps even for specular objects 

•• truly spatially varyingtruly spatially varying BRDFsBRDFs

•• small number of input imagessmall number of input images
•• high quality compact object representation high quality compact object representation 

•• 200 MB image data (26 views) 200 MB image data (26 views) ⇒⇒ 20 MB output 20 MB output 
(angels)(angels)

•• reasonable acquisition effortreasonable acquisition effort

•• normal maps even fornormal maps even for specularspecular objects objects 
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKFuture WorkFuture Work

improve algorithms:
• consider interreflections
• level-of-detail representation (mip maps)
• anisotropic materials

improve algorithms:improve algorithms:
•• consider consider interreflectionsinterreflections

•• levellevel--ofof--detail representation (detail representation (mipmip maps)maps)
•• anisotropicanisotropic materialsmaterials
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKConclusionConclusion

• it requires a long pipeline also for the acquisition of 
surface attributes:

• taking pictures with/without special light sources
• 2D-3D registration / calibration
• resampling 
• transformation into a reasonable representation
• model fitting

•• it requires a long pipeline also for the acquisition of it requires a long pipeline also for the acquisition of 
surface attributes:surface attributes:

•• taking pictures with/without special light sourcestaking pictures with/without special light sources

•• 2D2D--3D registration / calibration3D registration / calibration
•• resampling resampling 

•• transformation into a reasonable representationtransformation into a reasonable representation

•• model fittingmodel fitting
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INFORMATIKINFORMATIKThank YouThank You

Questions?

www.mpi-sb.m pg.de

Questions?Questions?

www.www. mpimpi --sbsb .mpg.de.mpg.de
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(GJH IOLS

� $GRSWHG LQ >+RSSH��@

5HGXFWLRQ RSHUDWRUV �LY�

3DLU FRQWUDFWLRQ

� 'RHV QRW SUHVHUYH WRSRORJ\

� $GRSWHG LQ >*DUODQG���� 3RSRYLF���� (ULNVRQ����
(O�6DQD������@

3URJUHVVLYH 0HVKHV >+RSSH��@

,GHD� GHVFULEH D PHVK DV D FRDUVH PHVK DORQJ
ZLWK D VHTXHQFH RI UHILQHPHQW RSHUDWLRQV�

0Q��0Q 0�
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9HUWH[ KLHUDUFKLHV >+RSSH��� ;LD���@

,GHD� XVH YHUWH[ KLHUDUFKLHV GHILQHG E\ YVSOLW
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQV IRU VHOHFWLYH UHILQHPHQW�
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9ROXPH�EDVHG PHWKRGV

$SSURDFK�

� 7RSRORJ\ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ LV DFKLHYHG E\ FRQYHUWLQJ D

�' PRGHO WR DQG IURP D YROXPHWULF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ�

9ROXPH�EDVHG PHWKRGV

0DLQ GHDOV�

� ,QWHUPHGLDWH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ

� 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP

� )XUWKHU GHFLPDWLRQ

([DPSOHV�

� >+H���� +H���@ �YROXPH EXIIHUV�

� >$QGXMDU���@ �RFWUHH�

��� ([W� PHPRU\ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

&RQWHQWV�

� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

� ([WHUQDO PHPRU\ DSSURDFKHV

� &OXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV

� +LHUDUFKLFDO VXEGLYLVLRQ

� 6SDQQHG PHVKHV

� 2FWUHH VXEGLYLVLRQ � WDJJLQJ

,QWURGXFWLRQ

$FTXLUHG PHVKHV RIWHQ H[FHHG WKH PDLQ PHPRU\ VL]H
RI FXUUHQW JUDSKLFV KDUGZDUH�

$OPRVW DOO VLPSOLILFDWLRQ DOJRULWKPV GLVFXVVHG VR IDU
UHTXLUH WKH HQWLUH PHVK WR EH ORDGHG LQ PDLQ
PHPRU\�
� $SSOLFDELOLW\ OLPLWHG WR PRGHOV WKDW ILW LQ PDLQ PHPRU\� RU

RWKHUZLVH���

� 6LJQLILFDQW GHFUHDVH RI SHUIRUPDQFH GXH WR SDJH IDXOWV�

7KH DGRSWLRQ RI DQ H[WHUQDO PHPRU\ �(0� DSSURDFK
LV UHTXLUHG ZKHQHYHU ZH ZDQW WR KDQGOH D KXJH

PHVK RQ OLPLWHG FRUH PHPRU\�

(0 DSSURDFKHV

&OXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV
� 8QLIRUP VXEGLYLVLRQ >/LQGVWURP��@

� $GDSWLYH VXEGLYLVLRQ >6KDIIHU���@

0HVK SDUWLWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV
� +LHUDUFKLFDO VXEGLYLVLRQ >+RSSH��� 3ULQFH��@

� 6SDQQHG PHVKHV >(O�6DQD���@

� 2FWUHH VXEGLYLVLRQ � WDJJLQJ >&LJQRQL���@
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&OXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV

$SSURDFK�
� ([WHQG FODVVLF FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV VR WKDW WKH
RULJLQDO PHVK LV QRW UHTXLUHG WR EH LQ FRUH
PHPRU\�

� 6PDOO RU QR XVH RI FRQQHFWLYLW\ LQIRUPDWLRQ
�WULDQJOH VRXSV��

([DPSOHV�
� >/LQGVWURP��@ �XQLIRUP JULG� TXDGULF HUURU PHWULFV�

� >6KDIIHU���@ �DGDSWLYH VXEGLYLVLRQ�

+LHUDUFKLFDO VXEGLYLVLRQ

$SSURDFK�
� 3DUWLWLRQ WKH RULJLQDO PHVK LQWR VPDOOHU EORFNV ZKLFK ILW LQWR

PDLQ PHPRU\�

� 6LPSOLI\ HDFK EORFN XQWLO VRPH WKUHVKROG �ERXQGDU\ YHUWLFHV
DUH SUHVHUYHG��

� 0HUJH QHLJKERULQJ EORFNV DQG VLPSOLI\ UHFXUVLYHO\�

�
�
�

+LHUDUFKLFDO VXEGLYLVLRQ �LL�

0DLQ GHDOV�
� 6SDWLDO VXEGLYLVLRQ �PHVK SDUWLWLRQ�

� &KRLFH RI EORFN VL]H

� (UURU PHWULF

([DPSOHV�
� >+RSSH��@ �IRU WHUUDLQV�

� >3ULQFH��@ �IRU DUELWUDU\ VXUIDFHV�

6SDQQHG PHVKHV >(O�6DQD���@

$SSURDFK�
� 3DUWLWLRQ WKH PHVK XVLQJ VSDQQLQJ VXEPHVKHV EXLOG E\ DGGLQJ

HGJHV LQ VKRUWHVW�ILUVW RUGHU �ZLWK UHVSHFW WR D JLYHQ HUURU PHWULF��

� &RUUHFW FROODSVLQJ RUGHU LV SUHVHUYHG�

2FWUHH VXEGLYLVLRQ >&LJQRQL���@

$SSURDFK
3DUWLWLRQ WKH PHVK XVLQJ DQ
RFWUHH �2(00� ZLWK QR
UHSOLFDWLRQ RI HOHPHQWV�

8VH 5�: IODJV RQ IDFHV DQG
YHUWLFHV IRU FRQVLVWHQW ORDGLQJ�
PRGLI\� VDYH F\FOH RI DQ\ PHVK
SRUWLRQ�

2QO\ WKH RFWUHH VWUXFWXUH DQG
DFWLYH ORDGHG IUDJPHQWV DUH
ORDGHG LQ FRUH PHPRU\�

2FWUHH VXEGLYLVLRQ >&LJQRQL���@
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2(00 	 2R&6 �IURP &LJQRQL���� ��� $SSHDUDQFH SUHVHUYDWLRQ

&RQWHQWV

� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

� 'HWDLO�SUHVHUYLQJ WHFKQLTXHV

� $WWULEXWH�DZDUH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

� 7H[WXUH�HQKDQFHG VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

� 6DPSOLQJ�EDVHG WH[WXUH JHQHUDWLRQ

,QWURGXFWLRQ

0RVW RI WKH PHWKRGV GHVFULEHG VR IDU RQO\
JXDUDQWHH JHRPHWULF VLPLODULW\� QR VXSSRUW LV
SURYLGHG IRU FRQWUROOLQJ WKH YLVXDO GHJUDGDWLRQ
RI WKH VLPSOLILHG PHVK�

$SSHDUDQFH SUHVHUYDWLRQ GHDOV ZLWK WKH
JHQHUDWLRQ RI VLPSOLILHG PHVKHV WKDW SUHVHUYH
YLVXDO DWWULEXWHV �FRORU� KLJK IUHTXHQF\ VKDSH
GHWDLOV� LQ RUGHU WR PLQLPL]H WKH SHUFHSWXDO
HUURU�

'HWDLO�SUHVHUYLQJ WHFKQLTXHV

$WWULEXWH�DZDUH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

$WWULEXWH YDOXHV DUH XVHG GXULQJ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ WR DYRLG

FROODSVLQJ SULPLWLYHV ZLWK VKDUS GLVFRQWLQXLWLHV�

7H[WXUH�HQKDQFHG VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

$ QHZ WH[WXUH PDS HQFRGLQJ WKH RULJLQDO GHWDLO LV
JHQHUDWHG GXULQJ WKH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ SURFHVV�

6DPSOLQJ�EDVHG WH[WXUH JHQHUDWLRQ

$IWHU VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� GHWDLO LV HQFRGHG WKURXJK WH[WXUH

DQG EXPS PDSV E\ VDPSOLQJ WKH VLPSOLILHG PHVK�

$WWULEXWH�DZDUH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

$SSURDFK�
� 7KHVH PHWKRGV HYDOXDWH WKH LPSDFW RI HDFK
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ RQ YLVXDO GHJUDGDWLRQ�

� $ SULPLWLYH WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ �H�J� HGJH�FROODSVH� LV
DSSOLHG RQO\ ZKHQ WKH YLVXDO HUURU LV OHVV WKDQ D
XVHU�SURYLGHG WKUHVKROG�

([DPSOHV�
� >(ULNVRQ���@� >*DUODQG���@� >+RSSH��@ �EDVHG RQ
TXDGULF HUURU PHWULFV�

� >%DMDM���@ �DWWULEXWH WRSRORJ\ SUHVHUYDWLRQ�

7H[WXUH�HQKDQFHG VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

$SSURDFK�

� $ QHZ WH[WXUH DQG�RU EXPS PDS LV EXLOG WR

HQFRGH DOO WKH GHWDLO WKDW LV ORVW GXULQJ WKH
VLPSOLILFDWLRQ SURFHVV�

([DPSOHV�

� >6RXF\���@

� >&RKHQ���@
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6DPSOLQJ�EDVHG PDS JHQHUDWLRQ

$SSURDFK�
� $IWHU VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� DSSHDUDQFH DWWULEXWHV DUH
HQFRGHG WKURXJK WH[WXUH DQG EXPS PDSV�

� 7KHVH PHWKRGV JHQHUDWH WULDQJXODU WH[WXUH
SDWFKHV E\ VDPSOLQJ WKH VLPSOLILHG PHVK� 7KHVH
SDWFKHV DUH WKHQ SDFNHG LQWR D VLQJOH WH[WXUH
PDS�

([DPSOHV�
� >&LJQRQL���@

6DPSOLQJ�EDVHG PDS JHQHUDWLRQ
5HVXOWV �IURP >&LJQRQL���@��

�����. IDFHV ��. IDFHV ��. IDFHV� EXPS PDS

&RQFOXGLQJ UHPDUNV

� 5HFHQW UHVHDUFK KDV SURGXFHG PDQ\ HIIHFWLYH
WHFKQLTXHV IRU JHQHUDWLQJ DSSUR[LPDWLRQV DQG
PXOWLUHVROXWLRQ PRGHOV�

� $YDLODEOH DOJRULWKPV RIIHU VHYHUDO WUDGHRIIV EHWZHHQ
HIILFLHQF\ DQG DFFXUDF\ �IURP IDVW FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV
WR +4� VORZ RSWLPL]DWLRQ PHWKRGV��

� 7R LPSURYH�

� 7RSRORJ\ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

� 'HWDLO SUHVHUYDWLRQ

� ([WHUQDO PHPRU\ DGDSWLYH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

5HIHUHQFHV

&OXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV

>/LQGVWURP��@ /LQGVWURP ������ 2XW�RI�&RUH 6LPSOLILFDWLRQ RI /DUJH
3RO\JRQDO 0RGHOV� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI $&0 6,**5$3+¶��� �������

>/RZ���@ /RZ� 7DQ ������� 0RGHO VLPSOLILFDWLRQ XVLQJ YHUWH[�FOXVWHULQJ� ,Q
3URF� RI WKH 6\PSRVLXP RQ ,QWHUDFWLYH �' *UDSKLFV� $&0 3UHVV� 1HZ
<RUN�

>/XHENH���@ /XHENH� (ULNVRQ ������ 9LHZ�GHSHQGHQW VLPSOLILFDWLRQ RI
DUELWUDU\ SRO\JRQDO HQYLURQPHQWV� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI $&0 6,**5$3+¶���
���±���

>5RVVLJQDF���@ 5RVVLJQDF� %RUUHO ������ 0XOWLUHVROXWLRQ �' DSSUR[LPDWLRQV
IRU UHQGHULQJ FRPSOH[ VFHQHV� ,Q 0RGHOLQJ LQ &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV�
6SULQJHU�9HUODJ

,QFUHPHQWDO PHWKRGV

>(O�6DQD���@ (O�6DQD� 9DUVKQH\ ������ *HQHUDOL]HG YLHZ�GHSHQGHQW

VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV )RUXP ��� ��±���

5HIHUHQFHV

>(ULNVRQ���@ (ULNVRQ� 0DQRFKD ������ 6LPSOLILFDWLRQ FXOOLQJ RI VWDWLF DQG

G\QDPLF VFHQH JUDSKV� 7HFK� 5HS� 75������� 'HS� RI &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH�

8QLYHUVLW\ RI 1RUWK &DUROLQD�&KDSHO +LOO�

>)ORULDQL���@ 'H )ORULDQL� 0DJLOOR�0RUDQGR� 3XSSR ������� '\QDPLF 9LHZ�

'HSHQGHQW 0XOWLUHVROXWLRQ RQ D &OLHQW�6HUYHU $UFKLWHFWXUH� &RPSXWHU�

$LGHG 'HVLJQ ������

>*DUODQG���@ *DUODQG� +HFNEHUW ������ 6XUIDFH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ XVLQJ TXDGULF

HUURU PHWULFV� ,Q $&0 6,**5$3+¶��� ���±����

>*XH]LHF��@ *XH]LHF ������ 6XUIDFH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ LQVLGH D WROHUDQFH YROXPH�

7HFK� UHSRUW� <RUNWRZQ +HLJKWV� ,%0 5HVHDUFK 5HSRUW 5& ������

>+RSSH��@ +RRSH ������ 3URJUHVVLYH PHVKHV� &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV ���
$QQXDO &RQIHUHQFH 6HULHV� ��±����

>+RSSH��@ +RSSH ������ 9LHZ�'HSHQGHQW 5HILQHPHQW RI 3URJUHVVLYH

0HVKHV� ,Q $&0 6,**5$3+¶��� ��������

5HIHUHQFHV

>3RSRYLF���@ 3RSRYLF � +RSSH ������� 3URJUHVVLYH VLPSOLFLDO FRPSOH[HV� ,Q

$&0 6,**5$3+ ��� ���±����

>5RQIDUG���@ 5RQIDUG� 5RVVLJQDF ������ )XOO�UDQJH DSSUR[LPDWLRQ RI
WULDQJXODWHG SRO\KHGUD� &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV )RUXP �� ���

>6FKURHGHU���@ 6FKURHGHU� =DUJH� /RUHQ]HQ ������ 'HFLPDWLRQ RI WULDQJOH
PHVKHV� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI $&0 6,**5$3+¶��

>6RXF\���@ 6RXF\� /DXUHQGHDX ������� 0XOWLUHVROXWLRQ VXUIDFH PRGHOLQJ
EDVHG RQ KLHUDUFKLFDO WULDQJXODWLRQ� &RPSXWHU 9LVVLRQ DQG ,PDJH
8QGHUVWDQGLQJ� �� ��� �±���

>;LD���@ ;LD� 9DUVKQH\� '\QDPLF 9LHZGHSHQGHQW VLPSOLILFDWLRQ IRU SRO\JRQDO

PRGHOV� ,Q SURF� 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ¶��� SS �������

9ROXPH�EDVHG PHWKRGV

>$QGXMDU���@ $QGXMDU� %UXQHW� $\DOD ������ 7RSRORJ\�5HGXFLQJ 6XUIDFH

6LPSOLILFDWLRQ 8VLQJ D 'LVFUHWH 6ROLG 5HSUHVHQWDWLRQ� $&0 7UDQVDFWLRQV RQ

*UDSKLFV �����
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5HIHUHQFHV
>+H���@ +H� +RQJ� .DXIPDQ� 9DUVKQH\� :DQJ ������ 9R[HO EDVHG REMHFW

VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� ,Q 3URF� RI 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ¶��� $WODQWD� *$� ���±����

>+H���@ +H� +RQJ� 9DUVKQH\� :DQJ ������ &RQWUROOHG WRSRORJ\ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� ,(((

7UDQV� 9LV� &RPSXW� *UDSK� ����� ���±���

([WHUQDO PHPRU\ VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

>&LJQRQL���@ &LJQRQL� 5RFFKLQL� 0RQWDQL� 6FRSLJQR ������ ([WHUQDO 0HPRU\

0DQDJHPHQW DQG 6LPSOLILFDWLRQ RI +XJH 0HVKHV� WR DSSHDU LQ ,((( 7UDQV� RQ

9LVXDOL]DWLRQ DQG &RPS� *UDSK� � 9RO��

>(O�6DQD���@ (O�6DQD� &KLDQJ ������� ([WHUQDO 0HPRU\ 9LHZ�'HSHQGHQW

6LPSOLILFDWLRQ� &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV )RUXP ������

>+RSSH��@ +RSSH ������ 6PRRWK 9LHZ�'HSHQGHQW /HYHO�RI�'HWDLO &RQWURO DQG LWV

$SSOLFDWLRQ WR 7HUUDLQ 5HQGHULQJ� ,((( 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ 
��� SS �����

>/LQGVWURP��@ /LQGVWURP ������ 2XW�RI�&RUH 6LPSOLILFDWLRQ RI /DUJH

3RO\JRQDO 0RGHOV� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI $&0 6,**5$3+¶��� �������

5HIHUHQFHV

>3ULQFH��@ 3ULQFH ������ 3URJUHVVLYH 0HVKHV IRU /DUJH 0RGHOV RI $UELWUDU\

7RSRORJ\� 0DVWHU 7KHVLV

>6KDIIHU���@ 6KDIIHU� *DUODQG ������� (IILFLHQW $GDSWLYH 6LPSOLILFDWLRQ RI

0DVVLYH 0HVKHV� LQ ,((( 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ
��

$WWULEXWH�DZDUH VLPSOLILFDWLRQ
>%DMDM���@ %DMDM� 6FKLNRUH ������ 7RSRORJ\ SUHVHUYLQJ GDWD VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

ZLWK HUURU ERXQGV� &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV �������

>(ULNVRQ���@ (ULNVRQ� 0DQRFKD ������ *$36� *HQHUDO DQG DXWRPDWLF
SRO\JRQDO VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� ,Q $&0 6\PSRVLXP RQ ,QWHUDFWLYH �' *UDSKLFV�
$&0 SUHVV� SS �����

>*DUODQG���@ *DUODQG� +HFNEHUW ������ 6LPSOLI\LQJ VXUIDFHV ZLWK FRORU DQG
WH[WXUHV XVLQJ TXDGULF HUURU PHWULFV� ,Q ,((( 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ¶��� $&0
3UHVV�1HZ <RUN� SS �������

>+RSSH��@ +RSSH ������ 1HZ TXDGULF HUURU PHWULF IRU VLPSOLI\LQJ PHVKHV
ZLWK DSSHDUDQFH DWWULEXWHV� ,Q ,((( 9LVXDOL]DWLRQ¶��� $&0 3UHVV�1HZ
<RUN� SS �����

5HIHUHQFHV

7H[WXUH�HQKDQFHG VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

>&RKHQ���@ &RKHQ� 2ODQR� 0DQRFKD ������ $SSHUDQFH SUHVHUYLQJ
VLPSOLILFDWLRQ� ,Q $&0 6,**5$3+¶�� SURFHHGLQJV� SS �������

>+RSSH��@ +RSSH ������ 9LHZ�GHSHQGHQW UHILQHPHQW RI SURJUHVVLYH PHVKHV�
,Q $&0 6,**5$3+¶�� SURFHHGLQJV� SS �������

>6RXF\���@ 6RXF\� *RGLQ� 5LRX[ ������ $ WH[WXUH�PDSSLQJ DSSURDFK IRU WKH
FRPSUHVVLRQ RI �' WULDQJXODWLRQV� 7KH 9LVXDO &RPSXWHU ������

6DPSOLQJ�EDVHG WH[WXUH JHQHUDWLRQ

>&LJQRQL���@ &LJQRQL� 0RQWDQL� 5RFFKLQL� 6FRSLJQR� 7DULQL ������ 3UHVHUYLQJ
DWWULEXWH YDOXHV RQ VLPSOLILHG PHVKHV E\ UH�VDPSOLQJ GHWDLO WH[WXUHV� 7KH
9LVXDO &RPSXWHU �� ����� ��������

&RPSXWDWLRQDO JHRPHWU\

>'DV���@ 'DV� -RVHSK ������ 7KH FRPSOH[LW\ RI PLQLPXP QHVWHG FRQYH[
SRO\KHGUD� ,Q 3URF �QG &DQDGLDQ &RQI� &RPSXWDWLRQDO *HRPHWU\� SS ����
���
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Tutorial T1: 3D Data Acquisition

“Rendering Scanned Data”

Roberto Scopigno
Visual Computing Group

ISTI – C.N.R.
Pisa, Italy

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 2

3D Scanning – Using Data

Focus: Cultural Heritage applications (but 
techniques presented are general)

Rendering-related applications
Triangle meshes or splat-based rendering?

Non-photorealistic rendering

Beyond rendering: other applications of the data

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 3

Rendering Data

Which are potential uses of the 3D data, in the context 
of Cultural Heritage?

Rendering-oriented:

Pre-computed animations (didactic appl., turism, etc.)

Demo of videos: Dav_Rotate,  Dav_view,  Quark

Interactive rendering (VR, virtual museums, multimedia, etc.)

Demo of Inspector

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 4

Visualization

Huge data not easy to manage and render 
Scanned models:  10M Giga  samples/faces

Two different approaches:
Sample-based

Organize sampled points in efficient data structure (hierarchical)
Render using splatting

Triangle-based
Simplify surfaces, build LOD repr. (very concise)
Organize data using hierarchical repr.
Enhance visual quality of low resolution models with textures
Visualize using standard triangle-based hardware graphics

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 5

Visualization - Sample-based [1]

Qsplat        [Rusinkiewicz+00]

A multiresolution point rendering 
system for large meshes

octree-based encoding of 
scanned samples

supports view frustum culling 
and level-of-detail rendering

OT traversed by considering 
nodes bounding sphere w.r.t 
current view and pixels size

TraverseHierarchy(node)

{

if (node not visible)

skip this branch of the tree

else if (node is a leaf node)

draw a splat

else if (benefit of recursing further is too 
low)

draw a splat

else

for each child in children(node)

TraverseHierarchy(child)

}

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 6

Visualization - Sample-based [2]

Qsplat tree organization:
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R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 7

Visualization - Sample-based [3]

SGI Onyx2 with InfiniteReality graphics, screen resolution of 1280x1024

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 8

Visualization - Sample-based [4]

Point-based rendering       [Bosch+02]

Another point rendering system for large meshes:

Hierarchical repr. (octree-based)

Compressed encoding of scanned samples:
point coordinate quantization (8 OT nodes rer. 
with 4 bit code)
less than 2 bits per point position

Rendering:
SW-based rendering (optimized view 
transformation)
Speed on a commodity PC: 14M/sec Phong
shaded + textured samples, 4M/sec anti-aliased
splats.

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 9

Triangle-based Rendering

Inspector tool
Main goals:

design a user-oriented interface, to allow naïve users to 
easily manipulate and inspect a complex 3D model

assuming:  single object, accurate digital model

design an internal architecture supporting inspection of a 
huge mesh coupled with a real time behaviour on 
standard OpenGL accelerated platforms

real-time behavior vs. visual accuracy

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 10

Interactive Viewers

A number of interactive viewers exist:
Usually, data represented at a single resolution

Interface is by direct manipulation or navigation not easy to 
control/drive

Non-expert users often get lost in sideral space (e.g. most of 
the VRML applications showing a single object)

An example: inspecting the Minerva model with a standard 
viewer 

Demo of Plyview …

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 11

Interactive Response Efficient Data 
Management

Application Context: 
single object of limited extension in space

Therefore, our design choices have been:

Different resolutions managed through a Level of Detail (LoD) 
approach

Static LoD’s organized in a forest of Octrees built off-line (frustum 
& visibility culling, choice of LOD level)

Selection of current LOD should be transparent to the user and 
interaction as intuitive as possible

Let us start from the GUI…

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 12

Naïve Users: an ad-hoc GUI

Inspector layout:

Two visualization windows:

The statue dummy on the 
right is used to select the 
specifications of the detailed 
view (left frame)

Interaction approach: 
mostly point&click

constrained by buttons 
and sliders
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R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 13

…GUI: dummy Rotation

Rotation of the dummy 
(to see it from any side)

R. Scopigno, Sept.2000 14

…GUI: selection of a focus

To select a detailed view, simply point&click the preferred 
focus point on the dummy
The corresponding view is shown in the left-most frame
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…GUI: Pointing and Zooming

... To see the focus region more in detail, user simply
increases [decreases] the zooming factor (see the slider
on the extreme right)
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Internals: data management

Original David model: 56 million faces, simplified progressively to 
different sizes: 

17M t,  9M t,  4M t,  1M t,  270K t     (LOD repr.)
using our out-of-core simplifier (edge collapse)

All these models are stored on disk, and the system chooses dynamically 
the one to be used in each rendering

Criterion: 
If graphic board can render interactively Krend triangles per frame
and given current view_volume
Then render the LOD such that  geometry in view_volume <= Krend
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LoD: Octree Structure

Key point: compute efficiently the size of the visible geometry, 
for each view specs 

Each simplified model is represented with an octree (OT):
a pre-computed spatial index on the mesh faces

OT construction: subdivide recursively all nodes with >  KOT triangles

Any leaf node stores:

a pointer to a rendering-oriented representation of the geometry (three 
vectors containing: vertex positions, normals and triangle strips) 

size (# triangles) and cone of normals of the mesh section contained in 
the node

Data stored: 
Core Mem:  forest of octrees, with pointers to geometry on disk
Disk:  geometry (loaded on demand on RAM)
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LOD: view-dependent selection

At run time, for each new view_volume:

Compute for the current OTi the #triang contained in the view_volume 
(frustum culling)

IF #triang ~= Krend THEN  render OTi ELSE check  {OTi-1 | OTi+1 }
Take into account visibility culling (using cones of normals)
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LoD: Performance

Space: 
A mesh of 15M-30M triangles produces an octree of 2.5K- 5K nodes
(at maximal accuracy and with a threshold KOT of 16K tr.)
Overhead: 140KB for a huge mesh (single OT structure repr. in RAM)
Disk: ~= 390MB, David LoD geometry (loaded on demand)

Time: search and loading of a partial mesh in 0.01-0.05 sec.

High resolution background rendering:

Run in spare times (no user interaction), to show the model at maximal 
accuracy/resolution

Few seconds for the higher resolution model (17 million triangles)  
Renders at 7-12 Mtr/sec (on a GeForce2) 
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Visualization: point- vs. triangle-based 

Both can be accelerated using hierarchical structures (frustum culling)

Point-based
LOD is easy   
Low quality if just points render splats
Antialiasing mandatory 

Triangle-based
Simplification technology can produce high-quality LOD repr.
triangle distribution adapts to shape detail, interpolation fills the gaps 
between samples
Use all the power of current graphics boards (and all features/tricks)

Faster drawing many splats or fewer [bump textured] triangles?
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Beyond Rendering [1]

Non-Rendering uses:

Introducing 3D digital models in CH catalogues

Support physical reproduction (avoiding to cast endangered 
artifacts)

Using 3D data in restoration …
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Beyond Rendering [2]

Comp. Aided Restoration?
Restoration planning

Simulate planned modifications to appearance and shape before 
acting on the real object 

Restoration journaling and documentation
Take trace of all actions operated on the object (annotations on the 3D 
mesh, assign attributes to mesh sections ~time-varying 3D GIS) 
Map and cross-correlate different imaging results on 3D geometry (e.g. 
UV photos, X-ray, thermographs, etc.)

Reproduce missing parts (modeling + rapid prototyping) 
Reassemble fragmented [incomplete] artifacts
Produce feature-oriented non-photorealistic output (mimicking 
classical pen&ink drawing style) 
…
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Non-photorealistic Rendering

Improving insight via visualization tech.
Goal: study the sculpting style of Michelangelo

Evaluate in an objective and comparable manner the 
chisel mark  (size, depth, direction)

Not easy to do on a real or a photorealistic image

Can be easily done in an automatic manner: accessibility 
computation by rolling virtual spheres on the surface

Surface section
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Non-photorealistic Rendering [2]

[Images by M. Levoy]
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Non-photorealistic Rendering [3]

Producing virtual “hand-made” drawing

Restorers experts are used to hand-made drawings ot the artifact

Simulate pen-based drawing of the 3D model (silhouettes, curvature, 
features …)
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Non-photorealistic Rendering [4]

Another 
example:
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How to contact

Visual Computing Group of 
ISTI/CNR

http://vcg.iei.pi.cnr.it

Roberto Scopigno
roberto.scopigno@cnuce.cnr.it




